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1.

Introduction

The K.R. Mangalam Group has made a name for itself in the field of education. Over a period, various
educational entities of the group have converged into fully functional corporate institutions. Resources at
KRM have been continuously upgraded to optimize opportunities for the students. Our students are
groomed in a truly inter-disciplinary environment where they grow up with integrative skills through
interaction with students from engineering, social sciences, management and other study streams.
The K.R. Mangalam story goes back to the chain of schools that offered an alternative option of world-class
education, pitching itself against the established elite schools, which had enjoyed a position of monopoly till
then. Having blazed a new trail in school education, the focus of the group was aimed at higher education.
With mushrooming of institutions of Higher Education in the National Capital Region, the university
considered it very important that students take informed decisions and pursue career objectives in an
institution where the concept of education has evolved as a natural process.
K. R. Mangalam University is established under the Haryana Private University Act 2006, received the
approval of Haryana Legislature vide Amendment Act # 36 of 2013 and consent of the Hon‘ble Governor of
Haryana on 11th April 2013, which was published in the Gazette notification vide Leg. No.10/2013, dated
3rd May 2013.
KRM University is unique because of its
i. Enduring legacy of providing education to high achievers who demonstrate leadership in diverse
fields.
ii. Protective and nurturing environment for teaching, research, creativity, scholarship,
social and economic justice.
1. Objectives
To impart undergraduate, post graduate and doctoral education in identified areas of higher education.
i. To undertake research programmes with industrial interface.
ii. To integrate its growth with the global needs and expectations of the major stake holders through
teaching, research, exchange & collaborative programmes with foreign, Indian
Universities/Institutions and MNCs.
iii. To act as a nodal center for transfer of technology to the industry.
iv. To provide job oriented professional education to the Indian student community with particular focus
on Haryana.
2. About the School of Engineering & Technology (SOET)
The School offers three undergraduate programmes: four years B.Tech., three years BCA, B.Sc.
(H)
in four specialization courses (Electronics Science/Computer Science/Data Sciences/Cyber Security)
and postgraduate Programme: M.Tech. in various disciplines. These Engineering programs have the distinct

objective of equipping the students with knowledge, skills and attitude in engineering and technology, so as
to make them capable of successfully meeting the present requirements and future challenges in engineering
profession. SOET brings together outstanding academics, industry professionals, experienced researchers to
deliver a unique hands-on and multi-disciplinary learning experience.
The curriculum of programmes has been designed to cater to the ever changing needs and demands of the
industry. The syllabus and curriculum are regularly updated. The school has best infrastructure including
domain specific labs. SOET aims to provide exposure to the principles and practices of Design /
Developments and Projects in the area of engineering. SOET is offering Ph.D. programs also.
3. The Programmes offered by School of Engineering & Technology:
3.1 B.Tech. in Computer Science & Engineering
This programme is designed to provide a sound knowledge of computing principles and applications in
scientific and engineering domains. It develops the ability to analyze problems and generate solutions in the
areas of computing. It also aims to provide exposure to the principles and practices of design and
development of computing system.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B.Tech CSE programme scheme is attached in Annexure A1.
3.2 B.Tech in Mechanical Engineering
This programme prepares the students for conceptualization, design, manufacturing and testing of a wide
range of machines, materials, including automobiles, power plants, structures etc. it also trains the students
in the area of Mechatronics, Automation, advanced manufacturing technology, renewable/alternate energy
sources, engines for rockets and airplanes, ships, computer integrated manufacturing, CAD/CAM, apart
from refrigeration and air conditioning systems etc.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B.Tech ME programme scheme is attached in Annexure A2.
3.3 B.Tech in Electrical and Electronics Engineering

This programme enables students to understand the systems of Electrical Machines, Power, Power
Electronics & Drives, Microprocessors & Microcontrollers, Digital &Analog Electronics and related areas,
etc.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B.Tech EEE programme scheme is attached in Annexure A3.
3.4 B.Tech in Electronics and Communication Engineering
This programme provides a solid foundation of theoretical and practical knowledge of Electronic Devices &
Circuits, Communication Systems, Microprocessors, VLSI Design and Embedded Systems. It also enables
students to acquire knowledge of Wireless Communication, Digital
Signal Processing and Embedded Systems etc.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B.Tech ECE programme scheme is attached in Annexure A4.
3.5 B.Tech in Civil Engineering
The Domain of Civil Engineering engulfs all the basic elements of safety, survival & sustenance of human
life. This programme prepares students for conceptualization, design & construction of all the Civil
engineering structures viz. Buildings, Roads and Fly Overs, etc. It also provides them with the professional
input in Environmental Science along with River/ Dam Engineering and Mega Civil Projects.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B.Tech CE program scheme attached in Annexure A5.

3.6 Bachelor of Computer Applications (BCA)
This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Computer Science, Industrial Computing, Analysis and Synthesis involved in Computer Systems,
Information Systems and Computer Applications, etc.
Duration: - 3 Years (6 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board with
Mathematics/Computer Science/Informatics Practice/ on as one of the subjects and with an overall
minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For BCA program scheme attached in Annexure A6.
3.7 B.Sc.(H) (Computer Science)
This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Operating System, Database System Concepts, Computer Networks, Web Technologies, Java Programming,
Python Programming, etc.
Duration: - 3 Years (6 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board with
Mathematics/Computer Science/Informatics Practice/ on as one of the subjects and with an overall
minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For B.Sc.(H)(Computer Science) program scheme attached in Annexure A7.
3.8 B.Sc.(H)(Data Sciences)
This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Operating Systems, Database System Concepts, Computer Networks, Web Technologies, Data Mining and
Predictive Modelling, Big Data Analytics, etc.
Duration: - 3 Years (6 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board with
Mathematics/Computer Science/Informatics Practice/ on as one of the subjects and with an
overall minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For B.Sc.(H) (Data Sciences) program scheme attached in Annexure A8.
3.9 B.Sc.(H) (Cyber Security)

This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Software Engineering, Network Security and Stenography, Cyber Forensics, Computer Graphics and
Multimedia, Ethical Hacking, IT Enabled Services, etc.
Duration: - 3 Years (6 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board with
Mathematics/Computer Science/Informatics Practice/ on as one of the subjects and with an overall
minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For B.Sc.(H) (Cyber Security) program scheme attached in Annexure A9.
3.10 B.Sc.(H) (Electronics Science)
This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Electronics Devices and Circuits, Communication Engineering, Microprocessor and Microcontroller,
Information Theory and Coding, Mobile and Wireless Communication, etc.
Duration: - 3 Years (6 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board with
Mathematics/Computer Science/Informatics Practice/ on as one of the subjects and with an overall
minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For B.Sc.(H) (Electronics Science)program scheme attached in Annexure A10.
3.11 MCA (master’s in computer application)
This Programme is aimed at developing a sound knowledge and understanding of concepts in key areas of
Computer Science, Industrial Computing, Analysis and Synthesis involved in Computer Systems,
Information Systems and Computer Applications, etc. It also aims to provide exposure to the principles and
practices of design and development of computing system.
Duration: - 2 Years (4 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the BCA/B. Sc. (Computer Science/ Cyber security/
Data Science) examination conducted by the Central or state University with an overall minimum aggregate
of 50% or more.
For MCA program scheme attached in Annexure A11
3.12 M. Tech in Computer Science and Engineering
This programme is aimed to exhibit analytical decision making and problem-solving skills by applying
research principals for handling real life problems with realistic constraints.

Duration: 4 Years (4 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student has passed B. Tech in computer science and engineering/ MCA from
recognized central or state university with an overall minimum aggregate of 50% or more.
For M. Tech (CSE) program scheme attached in Annexure A12
3.13 M. Tech in Automobile Engineering
This programme prepares the students for conceptualization, design, manufacturing and testing of a wide
range of machines, materials, in automobiles. it also trains the students in the area of Mechatronics,
Automation, advanced manufacturing technology, renewable/alternate energy sources, engines for rockets
and airplanes, ships, computer integrated manufacturing and CAD/CAM.
Duration: - 2 Years (4 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the B. Tech examination from a recognized
institution in Mechanical Engineering and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
For M. Tech (AE) program scheme attached in Annexure A13
3.14 B.Tech. in AI & ML
This programme is designed to provide a sound knowledge of computing principles and applications in
scientific and engineering domains. It develops the ability to analyze problems and generate solutions in the
areas of computing. It also aims to provide exposure to the principles and practices of design and
development of computing system.
Duration: - 4 Years (8 Semesters)
Eligibility Criteria: - The student should have passed the 10+2 examination conducted by the Central
Board of Secondary Education or equivalent examination from a recognized Board in Science with
mathematics as one of the subjects and with an overall aggregate of 50% or more.
Programme scheme: For B. Tech (AI & ML) programme scheme is attached in Annexure A14.

4. Career Options
For B. Tech (CSE): - Opportunities are there in the field of IT Consulting, Solution Development, Design
Engineering, Network Administrator, IT Manager, Hardware and Software Domains, PSUs, Defense &
Civil Services.
For B.Tech (ME): - General industries Automobile, Aerospace, Power Sector, Railways, In specifics- R&D
organizations, Academics , NTPC , ONGC , SAIL , DRDO, ISRO, BARC and all major auto manufacturers

such as Maruti, Tata Motors , Escorts, Mahindra & Mahindra, Thermax, Kalyani Forge , Hundai , Honda
Motors , Defense and Civil Services, PSUs etc.
For B.Tech (EEE): - Power generation (NTPC, NHPC), Transmission (Power Grid) and Distribution
(ABB); Design and Development, Manufacturing, Automation, Production and Maintenance, Operation and
Control of any equipment or product which works on electricity (BHEL, ONGC, HPCL, BPCL, ISRO,
IOCL, GAIL); Instrumentation Engineering, Communication Engineering and Computer Engineering;
Research and Development organizations (CSIR, DRDO, BARC), PSUs, Academics, Defense& Civil
Services, etc.
For B.Tech (ECE):- Telecom Industry (TRAI, BSNL, BBNL, MTNL, Ericsson, Nokia, Siemens,
Honeywell, Alcatel¬ Lucent, ZTE); Hardware Designing (Mentor Graphics, Cadence, Delta Energy
Systems, Silicom); Fabrication Industry (Intel, BEL, IBM, Freescale); Research and Development
Laboratories (ISRO, CSIR, DRDO, BARC); Embedded Systems (ARCON, L&T); informatics (Google,
Microsoft, NIELIT, DOEACC, C-DAC); Defense& Civil Services, (IMA, Indian Navy, Indian Air Force),
Academics, Aviation Industry (AAI, Air India), PSUs, Defense & Civil Services, etc.
For B. Tech (CE): - AII the major Infrastructure Developers; Railways, Govt. Departments includ-ing
CPWD I PWDs, PSUs, Environmental Agencies/ Industry, Defense & Civil Services, etc.
For BCA: -IT Sector requiring Application Developments, Software Testing and Maintenance, PSUs,
Academics, Defense & Civil Services.
For B.Sc. (H) (Computer Science):- System integrator, Hardware Designer, Logic Designer, Systems
Analyst, System Administrator, Computer programmer, Computer Scientist.
For B.Sc.(H) (Data Sciences):- Data Analyst, Data Scientist, Data Wrangler/Munger/Miner, Chief
Technology Officer (CTO), Data Analytics Manager, Business Process Engineer, Machine Learning
Scientist, Analytics Manager
For B.Sc.(H) (Cyber Security) :- Systems Security, Information Security Management , forensic Science,
Cyber Security, Ethical Hacking.
For B.Sc.(H) (Electronics Science):- Telecom Industry (TRAI, BSNL, BBNL, MTNL, Ericsson, Nokia,
Siemens, Honeywell, Alcatel¬ Lucent, ZTE); Hardware Designing (Mentor Graphics, Cadence, Delta
Energy Systems); Fabrication Industry (Intel, BEL, IBM, Freescale); Research and Development
Laboratories (ISRO, CSIR, DRDO, BARC); Aviation Industry (AAI, Air India), PSUs, Defense & Civil
Services, etc.
For MCA: -IT Sector requiring Application Developments, Software Testing and Maintenance, PSUs,
Academics, Defense & Civil Services.
For M. Tech (Computer Science and engineering): - Opportunities are there in the field of IT Consulting,
Solution Development, Design Engineering, Network Administrator, IT Manager, Hardware and Software
Domains, PSUs, Defense & Civil Services, Research.
For M. Tech (AE): - General industries Automobile, Aerospace, Power Sector, Railways, In specificsR&D organizations, Academics , NTPC , ONGC , SAIL , DRDO, ISRO, BARC and all major auto

manufacturers such as Maruti, Tata Motors , Escorts, Mahindra & Mahindra, Thermax, Kalyani Forge ,
Hyundai , Honda Motors , Defense and Civil Services, PSUs etc.
5. Class Timings
The classes will be held from Monday to Friday from 9.10 am to 4.10 pm.
6. Syllabi
The syllabi of all courses for first year for all the programmes offered by the school are given in the
following pages. These are arranged as: (a) common course (b) degree specific course, in numeric order of
the last three digits of the course code.
For each course, the first line contains; Course Code, Tittle and Credits (C) of the course. This is followed
by the course objectives, syllabus (Unit I to IV), Textbook and Reference books.

ETCS103A PROGRAMMING FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Introduction to Programming: Introduction to components of a computer system (disks, memory,
processor, where a program is stored and executed, operating system, compilers etc.)
Idea of Algorithm: steps to solve logical and numerical problems. Representation of Algorithm:
Flowchart / Pseudocode with examples. From algorithms to programs; source code, variables (with data
types) variables and memory locations, Syntax and Logical Errors in compilation, object and executable
code- Arithmetic expressions and precedence
UNIT II
Conditional Branching and Loops, Writing and evaluation of conditionals and consequent branching,
Iteration and loops. Arrays: Arrays (1-D, 2-D), Character arrays and Strings
UNIT III
Basic Algorithms: Searching, Basic Sorting Algorithms (Bubble, Insertion and Selection), Finding roots of
equations, notion of order of complexity through example programs (no formal definition required)
Function: Functions (including using built in libraries), Parameter passing in functions, call by
value, passing arrays to functions: idea of call by reference.
Recursion: Recursion, as a different way of solving problems. Example programs, such as Finding
Factorial, Fibonacci series, Ackerman function, Quick sort or Merge sort.
UNIT IV
Structure: Structures, Defining structures and Array of Structures
Pointers: Idea of pointers, defining pointers, Use of Pointers in self-referential structures, notion of linked
list (no implementation)
Suggested Textbooks
1.Byron Gottfried, Schaum‘s Outline of Programming with C, McGraw-Hill
2.E. Balaguruswamy, Programming in ANSI C, Tata McGraw-Hill

ETCH 125A

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

(Credits-3)

UNIT I
Introduction of Environmental Studies: Multidisciplinary nature of environmental studies; Scope and
importance; Concept of sustainability and sustainable development.
Natural Resources: Renewable and Non-renewable Resources
Land resources: land use change; Land degradation, soil erosion and desertification.
Deforestation: Causes and impacts due to mining, dam building on environment, forests, biodiversity and
tribal populations.
Water: Use and over-exploitation of surface and ground water, floods, droughts, conflicts over water
(international & inter-state).
Energy resources: Renewable and non- renewable energy sources, use of alternate energy sources, growing
energy needs, case studies.
UNIT II
Ecosystems: Definition and Structure and function of ecosystem; Energy flow in an ecosystem:
food chains, food webs and ecological succession.
Case studies of the following ecosystems:
•
•
•
•

Forest ecosystem
Grassland ecosystem
Desert ecosystem
Aquatic ecosystems (ponds, streams, lakes, rivers, oceans, estuaries)

Biological Diversity: Levels of biological diversity; genetic, species and ecosystem diversity;
Biogeographic zones of India; Biodiversity patterns and global biodiversity hot spots; India as a megabiodiversity nation; Endangered and endemic species of India; Threats to biodiversity. Habitat loss,
poaching of wildlife, man-wildlife conflicts, biological invasions; Conservation of biodiversity: In-situ and
Ex-situ conservation of biodiversity; Ecosystem and biodiversity services: Ecological, economic, social,
ethical, aesthetic and Informational value.
UNIT III
Environmental Pollution: Types, causes, effects and controls; Air, water, soil and noise pollution. Nuclear
hazards and human health risks; Solid waste management: Control measures of urban and industrial waste;
Pollution case studies.
Environmental Policies and practices: Climate change, global warming, ozone layer depletion, acid rain
and impacts on human communities and agriculture.

Environment Laws: Environment Protection Act; Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act; Water
(Prevention and control of Pollution) Act; Wildlife Protection Act; Forest Conservation Act; Nature
reserves, tribal populations and rights, and human wildlife conflicts in Indian context. International
agreements: Montreal &Koyoto protocol and convention on biological diversity. Nature reserves, tribal
population and rights, human wildlife conflicts in Indian context.
UNIT IV
Human Communities and the Environment: Human population growth: Impacts on environment, human
health and welfare; Resettlement and rehabilitation of project affected persons; case studies; Disaster
management: floods, earthquake, cyclones and landslides; Environmental movements: Chipko, Silent
valley, Bishnois of Rajasthan; Environmental ethics: Role of Indian and other religions and cultures in
environmental conservation; Environmental communication and public awareness, case studies (e.g., CNG
vehicles in Delhi).
Field work:
Visit to an area to document environmental assets: river/ forest/ flora/fauna, etc.
Visit to a local polluted site-Urban/Rural/Industrial/Agricultural.
Study of common plants, insects, birds and basic principles of identification.
Study of simple ecosystems-pond, river, Delhi Ridge, etc.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. ErachBharucha, Textbook of Environmental Studies, Universities Press (P) Ltd., Hyderabad,
India.
2. Anubha Kaushik and C. P. Kaushik, Environmental Studies, New Age International Publishers (P)
Ltd. New Delhi.
REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. A.K. De, Environmental Chemistry, New Age International Publishers (P) Ltd. New Delhi.
2. P. H. Raven, D. M. Hassenzahl& L. R. Berg, Environment, John Wiley & Sons, New Delhi.
3. J. S. Singh, S. P. Singh and S. R. Gupta, Ecology, Environmental Science and Conservation, S. Chand
Publication, New Delhi.

ETMA105A

APPLIED MATHEMATICS – I

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Matrices and its application: Elementary transformation, Inverse of matrix by elementary operations,
Rank, Linear and orthogonal transformations, Hermitian and skew - Hermitian forms, Solutions of
simultaneous linear equations, Eigen values, Eigen vectors and its properties, Caley - Hamilton theorem
(without proof), Diagonalization of a matrix.
UNIT II
Application of Differential Calculus: Successive differentiation, Leibnitz theorem (without proof),
Taylor‘s and Maclaurin‘s theorem and expansion of functions, Asymptotes (Cartesian and polar), Curve
Tracing, Curvature, Radius of Curvature.
UNIT III
Calculus of several Variables: Partial differentiation, Euler‘s theorem on homogeneous functions,
Composite functions, Jacobians, Taylor‘s theorem of two variables and its application to approximate
errors, Maxima-Minima for two variables, Lagrange‘s method of undermined multipliers.
UNIT IV
Multiple Integration: Beta and Gamma integrals, Differentiation under integral sign, Double and Triple
integrals computation of surface areas and volumes, change of variables in double and triple integrals.
TEXTBOOKS:
Kresyzig, , ―Advanced Engineering Mathematics‖, Narosa Publication.
REFERENCES BOOKS:
1. B.S.Grewal, “ Higher Engineering Mathematics”, Khanna Publishers.
2. H.K. Dass, “Advanced Engineering Mathematics”, S. Chand & Company.

ETME 101A

BASICS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Introduction to Machine Tools and Commonly used Machine Tools in a Workshop: Lathe, Shaper, Planer,
Milling, Drilling, Slotter, Introduction to Metal Cutting.
Basic concept of thermodynamics: Introduction, States, Work, Heat, Temperature, Zeroth, 1st, 2nd and
3rd law of thermodynamics, Concept of internal energy, enthalpy and entropy. Problems Properties of
Steam & Steam Generator Formation of steam at constant pressure, Thermodynamic properties of Steam,
Use of steam tables, Measurement of dryness fraction by throttling calorimeter.
UNIT II
Refrigeration & Air-conditioning: Introduction to refrigeration and air -conditioning, Rating of
refrigeration machines, Coefficient of performance, Simple refrigeration vapor compression cycle,
Psychrometric charts and its use, Human comforts.
Hydraulic Turbines & Pumps: Introduction, Classification, Construction details and working of Pelton,
Francis and Kaplan turbines, Specific speed and selection of turbines, Classification of water pumps and
their working.
UNIT III
Power Transmission Methods and Devices: Introduction to Power transmission, Belt, Rope, Chain and
Gear drive, Types and functioning of clutches
Stresses and Strains: Introduction, Concept & types of Stresses and strains, Poison‘s ratio, stresses and
strains in simple and compound bars under axial, flexure & torsional loading, Stress-strain diagrams, Hooks
law, Elastic constants & their relationships.
UNIT IV
Introduction to Manufacturing Systems: Fundamentals of Numerical Control (NC), Advantage of NC
systems, Classifications of NC, Comparison of NC and CNC
Textbooks:
1. Elements of Mechanical Engineering – R.K.RajputLakmi Pub., Delhi
2. Elements of Mechanical Engineering – D.S.Kumar, S.K. Kataria and Sons

ETPH109A

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

(Credits-4)

UNIT-I:
Simple harmonic motion damped and forced simple harmonic oscillator.
Mechanical and electrical simple harmonic oscillators damped harmonic oscillator – heavy, critical and light
damping, energy decay in a damped harmonic oscillator, quality factor.
UNIT-II:
Non-dispersive transverse and longitudinal waves in one dimension and introduction to dispersion
Transverse wave on a string, The wave equation on a string, Harmonic waves, reflection and transmission of
waves at a boundary. Longitudinal waves and the wave equation for them, acoustics waves and speed of
sound, wave groups and group velocity.
UNIT-III:
The propagation of light and geometric optics
Laws of reflection and refraction, Light as an electromagnetic wave and Fresnel equations, reflectance and
transmittance, Brewster‘s angle, total internal reflection.
Wave optics
Huygens‘ principle, superposition of waves and interference of light by wave front splitting and amplitude
splitting; Young‘s double slit experiment, Newton‘s rings, Farunhofer diffraction from a single slit and a
circular aperture, the Rayleigh criterion for limit of resolution and its application to vision; Diffraction
gratings and their resolving power.
UNIT-IV:
Lasers
Amplification of light by population inversion, different types of lasers: gas lasers (He-Ne, CO2),
solid-state lasers (ruby, Neodymium), dye lasers; Properties of laser beams: mono-chromaticity, coherence,
directionality and brightness, laser speckles, applications of lasers in science, engineering and medicine.
Suggested Reference Books
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ian G. Main, Oscillations and waves in physics
H.J. Pain, The physics of vibrations and waves (iii)E. Hecht, Optics
A. Ghatak, Optics
O. Svelto, Principles of Lasers

ETPH 151A

ENGINEERING PHYSICS LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To determine the value of acceleration due to gravity using Bar pendulum.
To determine the value of acceleration due to gravity using Kater’s pendulum.
To determine the wavelength of sodium light using Newton`s ring apparatus.
To determine the wavelength of prominent lines of mercury by plane diffraction grating.
To determine the refractive index of the material of the prism for the given colours (wavelengths)
of mercury light with the help of spectrometer.
6. To determine the specific rotation of cane sugar solution with the help of half shade polarimeter.
7. To determine the wavelength of He-Ne LASER using transmission diffraction grating.
Suggested Reference Books
1. C. L.Arora, B.Sc Practical Physics (S Chand and Co. Ltd., New Delhi).
2. Harnam Singh, Hemne P S, B.Sc. Practical Physics (S. Chand & Co).
3. Indu Prakash, Ramakrishna, A Textbook of Practical Physics (Kitab Mahal, New Delhi).
ETME 151A

BASICS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. To verify the law of Force Polygon
2. To verify the law of Moments using Parallel Force apparatus. (simply supported type)
3. To determine the co-efficient of friction between wood and various surface (like Leather,
Wood, Aluminum) on an inclined plane.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To find the forces in the members of Jib Crane.
To determine the mechanical advantage, Velocity ratio and efficiency of a screw jack.
To determine the mechanical advantage, Velocity ratio and Mechanical efficiency of the
Wheel and Axle

8. To verify the law of moments using Bell crank lever.
9. To calculate the Mechanical Advantage, Velocity Ratio and Efficiency of Single Start, Double
10. Start and Triple Start Worm & Worm Wheel.
11. To Study Two-Stroke & Four-Stroke Diesel Engines.
12. To Study Two-Stroke & Four-Stroke Petrol Engines.
13. To Study the vapor compression Refrigeration System.

ETCS153A

PROGRAMMING FOR PROBLEM SOLVING LAB
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS

Lab1: Familiarization with programming environment
Lab 2: Simple computational problems using arithmetic expressions
Lab 3: Problems involving if-then-else structures
Lab 4: Iterative problems e.g., sum of series
Lab 5: 1D Array manipulation
Lab 6: Matrix problems, String operations
Lab 7: Simple functions
Lab 8 and 9: Programming for solving Numerical methods problems
Lab 10: Recursive functions
Lab 11: Pointers and structures
Lab 12: File operations

(Credits-1)

ETCH119A

Engineering Chemistry

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: The objective of this course is to introduce basics of engineering chemistry and the
thermo chemistry and their application in engineering science.
UNIT I
Water Technology: Introduction and characteristics of water; Hardness and its determination (EDTA
method only); Alkalinity and its determination; Boiler feed water; Boiler problems - scale, sludge, priming
& foaming, their causes & prevention; Caustic embrittlement& corrosion - Causes & prevention; Removal
of silica & dissolved gases; Water softening processes : Lime - soda process, Ion exchange method,
carbonate & phosphate conditioning, colloidal conditioning & calgon treatment; Water for domestic use.
UNIT II
Fuels: Classification; Calorific value of fuel and its determination; Bomb calorimeter; Boy's Gas
calorimeter; Solid fuels- Proximate and ultimate analysis, High & Low temperature carbonization,
manufacture of coke (Otto-Hoffmann oven); Liquid Fuels - Petroleum-Chemical composition, fractional
distillation, Thermal & catalytic cracking, Octane & Cetane No. and its significance; Power alcohol,
Analysis of flue gases (Orsat's apparatus).
UNIT III
Gaseous state and thermo chemistry: Gas laws and kinetic theory of gases; Distribution of molecular
velocities; Mean free path; Real gases-non ideal behavior; Causes of deviation from ideal behavior; Vander
Waal's equation; liquefaction of gases. Hess's Law; Heat of Reaction; Heat of dilution; Heat of Hydration;
Heat of neutralization and Heat of Combustion; Effect of temperature on heat of reaction at constant
pressure (Kirchhoff s equation); Flame Temperature
UNIT IV
The phase rule and polymers: Definition of various terms, Gibb's Phase rule, Application of phase rule to
one component system- The water system and carbon dioxide system, Two component system: Lead-silver,
Na2SO4-water. Polymers and its classification; Mechanism of addition and condensation polymers;
Coordination polymerization; Synthesis, properties and uses of urea formaldehyde, phenol formaldehyde,
poly vinyl acetate and polythene; Conducting and biopolymers.)
REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Chemistry in Engineering & Technology (Vol I & II) (Latest ed.), By J.C. Kuriacose & J. Rajaram
2. Principles of Physical Chemistry, (Latest ed.), Puri B.R., Sharma L.R. and Pathania, M.S.
3. Textbook of Engg. Chemistry, S. Chand & Co., (Latest ed.), S.S. Dara

ETEC101A BASICS OF ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Circuit Analysis: Ohm‘s Law, KCL, KVL Mesh and Nodal Analysis, Circuit parameters, energy storage
aspects, Superposition, Thevenin‘s, Norton‘s, Reciprocity, Maximum Power Transfer Theorem, Millman‘s
Theorem, Star-Delta Transformation. Application of theorem to the Analysis of D.C. circuits.
UNIT II
A.C. Circuits: R-L, R-C, R-L-C circuits (series and parallel), Time Constant, Phasor representation,
Response of R-L, R-C and R-L-C circuit to sinusoidal input Resonance-series and parallel R-L-C Circuits,
Q-factor, Bandwidth.
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope: Basic CRO circuit (Block Diagram), Cathode ray tube (CRT) & its component
UNIT III
Semiconductor Physics: Basic concepts, Intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors, diffusion and drift
currents.
P-N junction diode: Ideal diode, P-N junction under open-circuit and closed-circuit, Diode Current
Equation, Diode Resistance, Transition and Diffusion Capacitance, Effect of Temperature, Carrier Lifetime,
Continuity Equation.
Special Diodes: Zener Diode, Photodiode, Light Emitting Diodes, applications of Diodes.
UNIT IV
Digital Electronics: Boolean algebra, Truth tables of logic gates (AND, OR, NOT), NAND, NOR as
universal gates
Bipolar junction transistor: Introduction to transistors: construction, transistor operations, BJT
characteristics, load line, operating point, leakage currents.
Application of BJT: CB, CE configurations, Introduction to FETs and MOSFETs.
TEXTBOOKS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

D.P. Kothari & I J Nagrath , Basic Electrical Engineering , Tata McGraw Hill , New Delhi.
B L Thareja – A textbook of Electrical Technology
Boylestad&Nashelsky, “Electronic Devices & Circuits”, Pearson Education, 10th Edition.
V. K. Mehta & Rohit Mehta, “Principles of Electronics”, S. Chand Publishers, 27th Edition.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Electrical Engineering Fundamentals, V.Del Toro
2. Problems in Electrical Engineering – Parker Smith.S.
3. Sedra A S and Smith K C, “Microelectronic Circuits” 4th Ed., New York, Oxford University Press, New
York.
4. Tocci R J and Widmer N S, “Digital Systems – Principles and Applications”, 8th Ed., Pearson
Education India, New Delhi.
5. A.K. Sawhney, “A course in Electrical & Electronics Measurements & Instrumentation”, Dhanpat Rai
& Sons.

ETMA104A

APPLIED MATHEMATICS – II

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Laplace Transformation: Existence condition, Laplace transform of standard functions, Properties,
Inverse Laplace transform of functions, Convolution theorem, solving linear differential equations using
Laplace transform. Heaviside unit step function, Impulse function, Periodic function and their transforms.
UNIT II Vector Calculus:
Scalar and vector point functions, Gradient, Divergence, Curl with their physical significance, Directional
derivatives, Properties, Line integrals, Surface integrals and Volume integrals, Gauss theorem, Green‘s
theorem and Stoke‘s theorem (without proof).
UNIT III Ordinary Differential Equations:
Exact differential equations of first order and first de-gree, Linear differential equations of higher order with
constant coefficients, Variation of parame-ters, Solution of simultaneous linear differential equations,
Solution of homogeneous differential equations - Cauchy and Legendre forms.
UNIT IV
Partial Differential Equations and its applications: Formation of partial differential equations,
Lagrange‘s linear equation, Charpit‘s method of non-linear partial differential equations, Method of
separation of variables, Solution of wave and heat conduction equations, Initial and boundary value
problems.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Kresyzig, “Advanced Engineering Mathematics”, John Wiley and Sons.
2. Jain and Iyengar, “Advanced Engineering Mathematics”, Narosa Publication.
REFERENCES BOOKS:
1. B.S.Grewal, “ Higher Engineering Mathematics”, Khanna Publishers.
2. H.K. Dass, “Advanced Engineering Mathematics”, S. Chand & Company.

ETEL101A

COMMUNICATIONSKILLS

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Introduction to Communication: Meaning, Forms & Types of Communication; Process of
Communication; Principles of Effective Communication/7Cs, Barriers in Communication; Literature: A
Bird Came Down the Walk by Emily Dickinson
UNIT II
Essentials of Grammar: Parts of Speech: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition,
Conjunction, Interjection; Using tenses; Articles; Types of sentences; Reported Speech; Punctuation;
Literature: Stopping by Woods on A Snowy Evening by Robert Frost
UNIT III
Building Vocabulary: Word Formation (by adding suffixes and prefixes); Common Errors; Words Often
Confused; One word substitution, Homonyms and Homophones; Antonyms &Synonyms, Phrasal Verbs,
Idioms & Proverbs ( 25 each); Commonly used foreign words(15 in number); Liter-ature: The Gift of Magi
by O‘Henry
UNIT IV
Personality Development: Etiquette & Manners; Leadership; Inter & intrapersonal skills;
Attitude, Self-esteem & Self-reliance; Public Speaking; Body Language: Posture, Gesture, Eye Contact,
Facial Expressions; Presentation Skills/ Techniques; Literature: My Prayer to Thee by Rabindranath Tagore;
TEXTBOOK:
Kumar, Sanjay and Pushplata. Communication Skills. Oxford University Press.
REFERENCE BOOKS / SITES:
1. Tickoo, M.L, Subramanian A. E. and Subramaniam P.R. Intermediate Grammar, Usage and
Composition. Orient Blackswan.
2. Mitra, Barun K. Personality Development and Soft Skills. Oxford University Press.
3. “Best Poems”, http://100.best-poems.net/. 20 July 2016.
4. “Classic English Short Stories”, http://www.eastoftheweb.com/short-stories/Collections/
ClasEngl.shtml, 20 July 2016.

ETEL 171A

COMMUNICATION SKILLS LAB

(Credits-1)

Communication Skills Lab Activity
Activity 1: Self- introduction: Informal introduction & formal introduction; A detailed write up on formal
‗Self Introduction‘; Formal Introduction of oneself in front of the group.
Activity 2: News Reading: Introduction to ‗online News papers‘; Browsing and selecting the preferred
Newspaper; Browsing through the News Headlines; Selecting interested News items; Comprehending the
content, writing down the essence and reading the News in front of the Group. Discuss 5 to 8 new words or
terms, 4 to 5 important personalities of that day‘s news etc.
Activity 3: JAM: Introduction to ‗Just A Minute speech‘ and the ‗Extempore speech‘; Preparation of
speech on given topic (different topic for each student); delivery of the speech; Feedback (on content, time
management, body language etc. highlighting the positive aspects first.)
Activity 4: News Discussions: Selecting News of the day, Discussing among the group, prepare the news
content and prepare the group opinion about the issue and present it in front of the class by the group
involving each member; select 5 new words & new usages from the selected news item
Activity 5: Conversation ability: Characteristics of effective conversation; Listening to a few sample
conversations; preparing conversation based on the given situation; enacting the situation through effective
delivery of the script; feedback & suggestions for improvement.
Activity 6: Role Play: Characteristics of Role Play; assigning roles; developing the content to deliver;
enacting the role with effective delivery; feedback & suggestions for improvement.
Activity 7: Public Speaking: Characteristics of effective Public speaking; possible barriers; watching demo
online; topic assignment, information gathering & recording; delivery in front of the class; feedback &
suggestions for improvement. (Different topic for each student)
Activity 8: Group Discussion: Importance and characteristics; Dos & Don‘ts in GD; Demo display; assign
topic for the group, Preparation & performance; feedback & suggestions for improvement.
Activity 9: Debate: Difference between Group Discussion & Debating; Watching demo of Debating; Topic
for the group of 2 or 4; preparation and performance; feedback & suggestions for improvement.
Activity 10: Interview: Importance & purpose of Job Interview; Interview etiquettes; Watch demo
interview; Appear for formal mock interview; feedback & suggestions for improvement.

TEC151A BASICS OF ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING LAB (Credits-4)
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. To get familiar with the working knowledge of the following instruments:
a) Cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO)
b) Multimeter (Analog and Digital)
c) Function generator
d) Power supply
2.To measure phase difference between two waveforms using CRO
To measure an unknown frequency from Lissajous figures using CRO
3.To Verify the Thevenin‘ s and Norton‘s theorem
4.To Verify the Superposition theorem
5.To measure voltage, current and power in an A.C. circuit by LCR impedance method
6.To study the frequency response curve in series and parallel R-L-C circuit
a)
Plot the forward and reverse V-I characteristics of P-N junction diode
b)
Calculation of cut-in voltage
c)
Study of Zener diode in breakdown region
8. To plot and study the input and output characteristics of BJT in common-emitter configuration.
9.Verification of truth tables of logic gates (OR, AND, NOT, NAND, NOR).
10. To get familiar with the working and use of seven-segment display.

ETCH159A

ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIENTS
1. Determine the percentage composition of sodium hydroxide in the given mixture of sodium
hydroxide and sodium chloride.
2. Determine the amount of Oxalic acid and Sulphuric acid in one liter of solution, given standard
sodium hydroxide and Potassium Permanganate.
3. Determine the amount of copper in the copper ore solution, provided hypo solution.
4. Argent metric titration one each by Vohlard's method and by Mohr's method.
5. Complex metric titrations.
6. Determine the heat of neutralization of strong acid with strong base.
7. Determine the surface tension of a liquid using drop weight method.
8. Determine viscosity of a given liquid (density to be determined).
9. Determine the reaction rate constant for the Ist order reaction.
10. Determine the cell constant of a conductivity cell. 11. Find out strength of given solution of
Conduct metrically.
11. Preparation of urea formaldehyde and phenol formaldehyde resins.
12. Determination of dissolved oxygen in the given sample of water.
13. Determination of alkalinity in the given sample of water.

ETME 155A

ENGINEERING GRAPHICS LAB

(Credits-1.5)

UNIT I
Introduction: Drawing Instruments and their uses, BIS conventions, Lettering, Dimensioning line
conventions and free hand practicing, AUTO CAD, layout of the software, standard tool bar/menus and
description of most commonly used tool bars, navigational tools. Co-ordinate system and reference planes,
Definitions of HP, VP, RPP & LPP, Creation of 2D/3D environment, Selection of drawing size and scale,
Commands and creation of Lines, Co-ordinate points, axes, poly-lines, square, rectangle, polygons, splines,
circles, ellipse, text, move, copy, off-set, mirror, rotate, trim, extend, break, chamfer, fillet, curves,
constraints.
Orthographic Projections: Introduction, Definitions - Planes of projection, reference line and conventions
employed, Projections of points in all the four quadrants, Projections of straight lines (located in First
quadrant/first angle only), True and apparent lengths, True and apparent inclinations to reference planes.
UNIT II
Orthographic Projections of Plane Surfaces (First Angle Projection Only): Introduction, Definitions–
projections of plane surfaces–triangle, square, rectangle, rhombus, pentagon, hexagon and circle, planes in
different positions by change of position method only.
UNIT III
Projections of Solids (First Angle Projection Only):
Introduction, Definitions – Projections of right regular tetrahedron, hexahedron (cube), prisms, pyramids,
cylinders and cones in different positions.
Sections and Development of Lateral Surfaces of Solids: Introduction, Section planes, Sections, Section
views, Sectional views, Apparent shapes and True shapes of Sections of right regular prisms, pyramids,
cylinders and cones resting with base on HP.
UNIT IV
Isometric Projection (Using Isometric Scale Only)
Introduction, Isometric scale, Isometric projection of simple plane figures, Isometric projection of
tetrahedron, hexahedron(cube), right regular prisms, pyramids, cylinders, cones, spheres, cut spheres.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Engineering Drawing - N.D. Bhatt & V.M. Panchal, Charotar Publishing House, Gujarat
2. Computer Aided Engineering Drawing - S. Trymbaka Murthy, - I.K. International Publishing House
Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, revised edition.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Engineering Graphics - K.R. Gopala Krishna, edition Subash Publishers Bangalore.
2. Fundamentals of Engineering Drawing with an Introduction to Interactive Computer Graphics for
Design and Production-Luzadder Warren J., Duff John M., Eastern Economy Edition, -Prentice3. Hall of India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi.

ETME 157A

WORKSHOP PRACTICES

(Credits-1.5)

UNIT I
Materials: Spectrography method for finding composition of materials.
Wood Working Shop: Making of various joints, Pattern making.
UNIT II
Foundry Shop: Bench molding with single piece pattern and two-piece pattern. Floor moulding - Making
of bend pipe mould etc. Machine moulding - Making of mould using Match-plate pattern. Core makingMaking and baking of dry sand cores for placing in horizontal, vertical and hanging positions in the mould
cavity Fitting Shop: Learning use of fitting hand tools, marking tools, marking gauge. Exercises: Jobs made
out of MS Flats, making saw - cut filling V-cut taper at the corners, circular cut, fitting square in square,
triangle in square.
UNIT III
Welding Shop: Electric Arc Welding, Edge Preparations, Exercises making of various
joints. Bead Formation in horizontal, Vertical and Overhead positions. Gas Welding: Oxy-Acetylene
welding and cutting of ferrous metals. Soldering: Dip soldering. Brazing: With Oxy-Acetylene gas.
UNIT IV
Sheet Metal Shop: Learning use of sheet-metal tools, Exercises: Making jobs out of GI sheet metal.
Cylindrical, Conical and Prismatic shapes. Project Shop: Extrusion of soft metals, Plastic coating of copper
wires, Plastic.

ETMA 121A MANAGEMENT THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS

(Credits 3)

Course Overview: This course introduces the student to the management process. The course takes an
integrated approach to management by examining the role of the manager from a traditional and
contemporary perspective while applying decision-making and critical-thinking skills to the challenges
facing managers in today‘s globally diverse environment. The course explains the techniques for
controlling, planning, organizing resources and leading the workforce. Objectives and Expected Outcome:
The course aims at providing fundamental knowledge and exposure to the concepts, theories and practices
in the field of management. On successful completion of the course the students should be able to have:
 Discuss and communicate the management evolution and how it will affect future managers.
 Observe and evaluate the influence of historical forces on the current practice of management.
 Explain how organizations adapt to an uncertain environment and identify techniques managers use to
influence and control the internal environment.
 Practice the process of management's four functions: planning, organizing, leading, and controlling.
 Identify and properly use vocabularies within the field of management to articulate one's own position on
a specific management issue and communicate effectively with varied audiences.
 Evaluate leadership styles to anticipate the consequences of each leadership style.
 Gather and analyse both qualitative and quantitative information to isolate issues and formulate best
control methods.
 Apply course concepts and theory in a practical context

ETCA 131A

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS & IT, OFFICE AUTOMATION

(Credits-4)

UNIT – I
Introduction to Computers: The evolution of computers: Computer Generation from First Generation to
Fifth Generation. Classifications of Computers: Micro, Mini, Mainframe and super computers, Distributed
Computer System, Parallel Computers. Computer Hardware: Major Components of a digital computer,
Block Diagram of a computer Input devices, Output Device. Computer Memory: Memory Cell, Overview
of Memory Organization, Primary Memory: RAM & ROM, Secondary memory: Magnetic tapes, Magnetic
disk, CD-ROM, DVD.
UNIT – II
Introduction to System Software and Operating System: Computer Software: Machine language, assembly
language, high-level languages, fourth generation language, assemblers, compilers, interpreters, linkers,
loaders. Operating System concepts: different types of operating systems, functions of operating system,
concept of multiprogramming, multitasking, multithreading, multiprocessing, timesharing, real time, single
user & multi-user operating system.
UNIT – III
Programming Concepts & Techniques: Algorithms, flow chart, decision tables, pseudo code, characteristics
of a good programming language, are planning the Computer Program: Concept of problem solving,
Problem definition, Program design, Debugging, Types of errors in programming, Documentation.
Structured programming concepts, Programming methodologies viz. top-down and bottom up
programming, Advantages and disadvantages of Structured programming.
UNIT – IV
Computer Networks & The Internet: Basic elements of a communication system, Data transmission modes,
Data transmission media, Network topologies, Network Types (LAN, WAN and MAN), Client and Servers,
Intranet, Extranet. Internet: Terminology related to Internet: Protocols, TCP/IP, HTTP, Internet addressing,
Domain Names, DNS, URL, World Wide Web. Overview of various services on Internet: Webservers, Email, FTP, Telnet.
TEXTBOOKS
1. P. K. Sinha & Priti Sinha, “Computer Fundamentals”, BPB Publications.
2. Anita Goel “Computer Fundamentals”, Pearson. REFERENCE BOOKS 1. B.Ram Computer
fundamentals Architecture and Organization, New Age Intl.
REFERENCE BOOKS
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.Ram Computer fundamentals Architecture and Organization,New Age Intl.
2. Alex Leon & Mathews Leon, ―Introduction to Computers‖, Vikas Publishing.
Norton Peter, ―Introduction to computers‖, TMH.
Vikas Gupta, ―Comdex Computer Kit‖, Wiley Dreamtech, Delhi.

ETMA163A

BASICS OF MATHEMATICS

(Credits-4)

UNIT I Determinants: Definition, Minors, Co-factors, Properties of Determinants, Applications of
determinants in finding area of triangle. Matrices: Definition, Types of Matrices, Addition, Subtraction,
Scalar Multiplication and Multiplication of Matrices, Adjoint, Inverse, Solution of system of linear equation
by Cramer‘s Rule.
UNIT II Sequence and Series: Introduction, Sequences, Series, Arithmetic Progression (A.P), Geometric
Progression (G.P), Relationship Between A. M. and G.M., Sum to N terms of Special Series, Principle of
Mathematical Induction.
UNIT III Differentiation: Derivative of a function, Derivatives of sum, differences, product, and quotient of
functions, Derivative of polynomial, trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, inverse trigonometric and
implicit functions, Logarithmic Differentiation, Derivatives of functions in parametric forms, Differentiation
by substitution.
UNIT IV Integration: Indefinite integrals, Methods of integration: by substitution, by parts, by partial
fractions, Integration of algebraic and transcendental functions.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. A Textbook of Mathematics for XI-XII Students, NCERT Publication Vol. I-II.
2. Shanti Narayan, Integral calculus, Sultan Chand & Co.
3. Shanti Narayan, Differential calculus, Sultan Chand & Company.
4. Babu Ram, Engineering Mathematics, Pearson Education.

ETCA161

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS & IT, OFFICE AUTOMATION LAB (Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. MS-Windows: Operating system-Definition & functions, basics of Windows. Basic components of
windows, icons, types of icons, taskbar, activating windows, using desktop, title bar, running
applications, exploring computer, managing files and folders, copying and moving files and folders.
Control panel – display properties, adding and removing software and hardware, setting date and
time, screensaver and appearance. Using windows accessories.
2. Documentation Using MS-Word - Introduction to Office Automation, Creating & Editing Document,
Formatting Document, Auto-text, Autocorrect, Spelling and Grammar Tool, Document Dictionary,
Page Formatting, Bookmark, Advance Features of MS-WordMail Merge, Macros, Tables, File
Management, Printing, Styles, linking and embedding object, Template.
3. Electronic Spread Sheet using MS-Excel - Introduction to MS-Excel, Creating & Editing Worksheet,
Formatting and Essential Operations, Formulas and Functions, Charts, Advance features of MSExcel-Pivot table & Pivot Chart, Linking and Consolidation, Database Management using ExcelSorting, Filtering, Table, Validation, Goal Seek, Scenario.
4. Presentation using MS-PowerPoint: Presentations, Creating, Manipulating & Enhancing Slides,
Organizational Charts, Excel Charts, Word Art, Layering art Objects, Animations and Sounds,
Inserting Animated Pictures or Accessing through Object, Inserting Recorded Sound Effect or InBuilt Sound Effect.

ETCS112A

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Introduction: Introducing Object-Oriented Approach related to other paradigms (functional, data
decomposition), Characteristics of Object-Oriented Languages.
Basic terms and ideas: Abstraction, Encapsulation, Information hiding, Inheritance, Polymorphism, Review
of C, Difference between C and C++, Cin, Cout, new, delete operators.
UNIT II
Classes and Objects: Abstract data types, Object & classes, attributes, methods, C++ class declaration, State
identity and behavior of an object, Constructors and destructors, instantiation of objects, Default parameter
value, Copy Constructor, Static Class Data, Constant Classes, C++ garbage collection, dynamic memory
allocation.
UNIT III
Inheritance and Polymorphism: Inheritance, Types of Inheritance, Class hierarchy, derivation – public,
private & protected, Agrégations, composition vs classification hiérarchies, Polymorphism, Type of
Polymorphism – Compile time and runtime, Method polymorphism, Polymorphism by parameter, Operator
overloading, Parametric polymorphism, Generic function – template function, function name overloading,
Overriding inheritance methods
UNIT IV Files and Exception Handling: Persistent objects, Streams and files, Namespaces, Exception
handling, Generic Classes Standard Template Library: Standard Template Library, Overview of Standard
Template Library, Containers, Algorithms, Iterates, Other STL Elements, The Container Classes, General
Theory of Operation, Vectors.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. A.R. Venugopal, Rajjkumar, T. Ravishanker “Mastering C++”, TMH
2. R. Lafore, “Object Oriented Programming using C++”, BPB Publications
3. Schildt Herbert, “C++ Programming”, 2nd Edition, Wiley DreamTech.
REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. D. Parasons, ―Object Oriented Programming with C++‖, BPB Publication
2. Steven C. Lawlor, ―The Art of Programming Computer Science with C++‖, Vikas Publication
3. Yashwant Kanethkar, ―Object Oriented Programming using C++‖, BPB

ETCS308A

WEB TECHNOLOGIES

(Credits 3)

UNIT I
Concept of WWW, Internet and WWW, HTTP Protocol: Request and Response, Web browser and Web
servers, Features of Web 2.0, Common terminology: IP Addressing, URLs, Domain names. Website
Creation and maintenance, Web Hosting and Publishing Concepts, Search Engines and their
working.HTML: Introduction to HTML, HTML Document structure tags, HTML comments, Text
formatting, inserting special characters, anchor tag, adding images and sound, lists: types of lists, tables,
frames and floating frames, Developing Forms, Image maps, formatting and fonts, commenting code, color,
hyperlink, lists, tables, images, forms, XHTML, Meta tags, Character entities, frames and frame sets.
UNIT II
Client-side scripting: JavaScript - Data Types, Control Statements, operators, Built-in and User Defined
Functions, Objects in JavaScript, Handling Events. HTML Document Object Model. Page Styling:
Separation of content and presentation in HTML, Cascading Style Sheets - Types of Style Sheets – Internal,
inline and External style sheets, customizing common HTML elements, types of CSS selectors.
UNIT III
Concepts of effective web design, Web design issues including Browser, Bandwidth and Cache, Display
resolution, Look and Feel of the Website, Page Layout and linking, User centric design, Sitemap, Planning
and publishing website, Designing effective navigation, Browser architecture and Web site structure.
UNIT IV
XML: Introduction to XML-Mark up languages, Features of Mark-up languages, XML Naming rules,
building block of XML, Document, Difference between HTML & XML, Components of XML, XML
Parser, DTD‘s Using XML with HTML and CSS. Introduction to Web Services, UDDI, SOAP, WSDL,
Web Service Architecture, Developing and deploying web services. AJAX –Introduction AJAX
programming, improving web page performance using AJAX.
Textbooks:
1. Internet and World Wide Web, Deitel H.M., P.J.Deitel , Pearson
Reference Books:
1. Web Technologies, Uttam K. Roy, Oxford University Press
2. HTML Black Book, Stephen Holzner, Wiley Dreamtech.
3. Web Technology, Rajkamal, Tata McGraw-Hill.
4. Web Technologies: A Computer Science Perspective, Jeffrey C. Jackson, Pearson.
5. XML: How to Program, Deitel&Deitel Nieto.

ETMA144A

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

(Credits-4)

UNIT I
Limits and Continuity: Limit at a point, Properties of limit, Computation of limits of various types of
functions, Continuity of a function at a point, Continuity over an interval, sum, product and quotient of
continuous functions, Intermediate Value Theorem, Types of discontinuities.
UNIT II
Ordinary Differential Equations: Introduction, Basic Concepts, General and particular solutions of a
differential equation, Formation of a differential equation, Methods of solving first order, first degree
differential equation- Separation of Variable, Homogeneous differential equations, Linear differential
equations.
UNIT III
Statistics: Definition, Importance & Limitation of Statistics, Types of data, Data collection technique,
Presentation of data- tabulation, bars, histogram, diagrammatic, Measures of central tendency – mean,
median and mode.
UNIT IV
Linear Programming: Linear programming problems formulation, solution of linear programming problem
using graphical method, simplex method, Big-M method, Duality concept.
Textbooks
1.
2.
3.
4.

A textbook of Mathematics for XI-XII Students, NCERT Publication Vol. I-II.
S.P. Gupta and V.K Kapoor, Fundamentals of Mathematical Statistics, Sultan Chand and Sons.
S.P. Gupta, and P.K.Gupta, Quantitative Techniques and Operations Research, Sultan Chand & Sons.
R.L.Rardin, Optimization in Operations Research, Prentice Hall.

ETCA164A

WEB TECHNOLOGIES LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF PROGRAMS
The following experiments are expected to be performed in the lab.
1. Write HTML/Java scripts to display your CV in Web Browser.
2. Creation and annotation of static web pages using any HTML editor.
3. Write a program to use XML and JavaScript for creation of your homepage.
4. Write a program in XML for creation of DTD which specifies a particular set of rules.
5. Create a Stylesheet in CSS/XSL and display the document in Web Browser.
6. Create a Registration Form with Table.
7. CSS: Inline Style , Internal Style ,and External Style Sheets 8. JavaScript & HTML:
 Use user defined function to get array of values and sort them in ascending order
 Demonstrate String and Math Object’s predefined methods
 Demonstrate Array Objects and Date Object’s predefined methods
 Exception Handling
 Calendar Creation: Display all month
 Event Handling  Validation of registration form
 Open a Window from the current window
 Change color of background at each click of button or refresh of a page. Display calendar for the
month and year selected from combo box
 On Mouse over event 9. XML
 Create any catalog
 Display the catalog created using CSS or XS

ETCS166A

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIENTS
Q1. Raising a number n to a power p is the same as multiplying n by itself p times. Write a function called
power ( ) that takes a double value for n and an int value for p, and returns the result as double value. Use a
default argument of 2 for p, so that if this argument is omitted, the number will be squared. Write a main ( )
function that gets values from the user to test this function.
Q2. A point on the two-dimensional plane can be represented by two numbers: An X coordinate and a Y
coordinate. For example, (4,5) represents a point 4 units to the right of the origin along the X axis and 5
units up the Y axis. The sum of two points can be defined as a new point whose X coordinate is the sum of
the X coordinates of the points and whose Y coordinate is the sum of their Y coordinates.
Write a program that uses a structure called point to model a point. Define three points and have the user
input values to two of them. Then set the third point equal to the sum of the other two and display the value
of the new point. Interaction with the program might look like this: Enter coordinates for P1: 3 4 Enter
coordinates for P2: 5 7 Coordinates of P1 + P2 are: 8, 11
Q 3. Create the equivalent of a four-function calculator. The program should request the user to enter a
number, an operator, and another number. It should then carry out the specified arithmetical operation:
adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing the two numbers. (It should use a switch statement to select the
operation). Finally, it should display the result. When it finishes the calculation, the program should ask if
the user wants to do another calculation. The response can be ‗Y‘ or ‗N‘. Some sample interaction with the
program might look like this. Enter first number, operator, second number: 10/ 3 Answer = 3.333333 Do
another (Y/ N)? Y Enter first number, operator, second number 12 + 100 Answer = 112 Do another (Y/ N)?
N
Q4. A phone number, such as (212) 767-8900, can be thought of as having three parts: the area code (212),
the exchange (767) and the number (8900). Write a program that uses a structure to store these three parts of
a phone number separately. Call the structure phone. Create two structure variables of type phone. Initialize
one, and have the user input a number for the other one. Then display both numbers. The interchange might
look like this: Enter your area code, exchange, and number: 415 555 1212 My number is (212) 767-8900
Your number is (415) 555-1212
Q 5. Create two classes DM and DB which store the value of distances. DM stores distances in metres and
centimeters and DB in feet and inches. Write a program that can read values for the class objects and add
one object of DM with another object of DB. Use a friend function to carry out the addition operation. The
object that stores the results maybe a DM object or DB object, depending on the units in which the results
are required. The display should be in the format of feet and inches or metres and cenitmetres depending on
the object on display.
Q 6. Create a class rational which represents a numerical value by two double valuesNUMERATOR &
DENOMINATOR. Include the following public member Functions: • constructor with no arguments
(default). • constructor with two arguments. • void reduce () that reduces the rational number by eliminating
the highest common factor between the numerator and denominator. • Overload + operator to add two
rational number. • Overload >> operator to enable input through cin. • Overload << operator to enable
output through cout. Write a main ( ) to test all the functions in the class.

Q 7. Consider the following class definition class father { protected : int age; public; father (int x) {age =
x;} virtual void iam ( ) { cout < < ―I AM THE FATHER, my age is : ‖<< age<< end1:} }; Derive the two
classes son and daughter from the above class and for each, define iam ( ) to write our similar but
appropriate messages. You should also define suitable constructors for these classes. Now, write a main ( )
that creates objects of the three classes and then calls iam ( ) for them. Declare pointer to father.
Successively, assign addresses of objects of the two derived classes to this pointer and in each case, call iam
( ) through the pointer to demonstrate polymorphism in action.
Q 8. Write a program that creates a binary file by reading the data for the students from the terminal. The
data of each student consist of roll no., name (a string of 30 or lesser no. of characters) and marks.
Q9. A hospital wants to create a database regarding its indoor patients. The information to store includes a)
Name of the patient b) Date of admission c) Disease d) Date of discharge Create a structure to store the date
(year, month and date as its members). Create a base class to store the above information. The member
function should include functions to enter information and display a list of all the patients in the database.
Create a derived class to store the age of the patients. List the information about all the to store the age of
the patients. List the information about all the pediatric patients (less than twelve years in age).
Q 10. Make a class Employee with a name and salary. Make a class Manager inherit from Employee. Add
an instance variable, named department, of type string. Supply a method to toString that prints the
manager‘s name, department and salary. Make a class Executive inherit from Manager. Supply a method to
String that prints the string ―Executive‖ followed by the information stored in the Manager superclass
object. Supply a test program that tests these classes and methods.
Q11. Imagine a tollbooth with a class called toll Booth. The two data items are a type unsigned int to hold
the total number of cars, and a type double to hold the total amount of money collected. A constructor
initializes both these to 0. A member function called payingCar ( ) increments the car total and adds 0.50 to
the cash total. Another function, called nopayCar ( ), increments the car total but adds nothing to the cash
total. Finally, a member function called displays the two totals. Include a program to test this class. This
program should allow the user to push one key to count a paying car, and another to count a nonpaying car.
Pushing the ESC kay should cause the program to print out the total cars and total cash and then exit.
Q12. Write a function called reversit ( ) that reverses a string (an array of char). Use for loop that swaps the
first and last characters, then the second and next to last characters and so on. The string should be passed to
reversit ( ) as an argument. Write a program to exercise reversit ( ). The program should get a string from
the user, call reversit ( ), and print out the result. Use an input method that allows embedded blanks. Test the
program with Napoleon‘s famous phrase, ―Able was I ere I saw Elba)‖.
Q13. Create some objects of the string class and put them in a Deque-some at the head of the Deque and
some at the tail. Display the contents of the Deque using the forEach ( ) function and a user written display
function. Then search the Deque for a particular string, using the first That ( ) function and display any
strings that match. Finally remove all the items from the Deque using the getLeft ( ) function and display
each item. Notice the order in which the items are displayed: Using getLeft ( ), those inserted on the left
(head) of the Deque are removed in ―last in first out‖ order while those put on the right side are removed in
―first in first out‖ order. The opposite would be true if getRight ( ) were used.
Q 14. Create a base class called shape. Use this class to store two double type values that could be used to
compute the area of figures. Derive two specific classes called triangle and rectangle from the base shape.

Add to the base class, a member function get_data ( ) to initialize base class data Members and another
member function display_area ( ) to compute and display the area of figures. Make display_area ( ) as a
virtual function and redefine this function in the derived classes to suit their requirements. Using these three
classes, design a program that will accept dimensions of a triangle or a rectangle interactively and display
the area. Remember the two values given as input will be treated as lengths of two sides in the case of
rectangles and as base and height in the case of triangles and used as follows: Area of rectangle = x * y Area
of triangle = ½ * x * y

ETCS512A

CYBERSPACE & THE LAW

(Credits-4)

Course Overview: Cyberspace can be defined as an intricate environment that involves interactions
between people, software, and services. It is maintained by the worldwide distribution of information and
communication technology devices and networks. With the benefits carried by the technological
advancements, the cyberspace today has become a common pool used by citizens, businesses, critical
information infrastructure, military and governments in a fashion that makes it hard to induce clear
boundaries among these different groups. Cyber laws prevent or reduce large scale damage from
cybercriminal activities by protecting information access, privacy, communications, intellectual property
(IP) and freedom of speech related to the use of the Internet, websites, email, computers, cell phones,
software and hardware, such as data storage devices. The increase in Internet traffic has led to a higher
proportion of legal issues worldwide. Because cyber laws vary by jurisdiction and country, enforcement is
challenging, and restitution ranges from fines to imprisonment.
Unit I: Fundamentals of cyber security: Introduction-Cyber Security and its problem-Intervention
Strategies: Redundancy, Diversity and Autarchy.
Unit II Issues in cyber security: Private ordering solutions, Regulation and Jurisdiction for global Cyber
security, Copy Right-source of risks, Pirates, Internet Infringement, Fair Use, postings, criminal liability,
First Amendments, Data Loss.
Unit III Intellectual property rights: Copy Right-Source of risks, Pirates, Internet Infringement, Fair Use,
postings, Criminal Liability, First Amendments, Losing Data, Trademarks, Defamation, Privacy Common
Law Privacy, Constitutional law, Federal Statutes, Anonymity, Technology expanding privacy rights.
Unit IV Legal aspects of cyber security: Ethics, Legal Developments, Late 1990 to 2000, Cyber security in
Society, Security in cyber laws case. studies, General law and Cyber Law-a Swift Analysis.
Textbooks:
1. Jonathan Rosenoer,―Cyber Law: The law of the Internet‖, Springer-Verlag, 1997.
Reference Books:
1. Mark F Grady, Fransesco Parisi, ―The Law and Economics of Cyber Security‖, Cambridge University
Press, 2006.

ETCA365A

LINUX ENVIRONMENT LAB

(Credits-1)

Course Objective: This course will prepare students to develop software in and for Linux/UNIX
environments.
Topics to be covered include basic operating system concepts, effective command line usage, shell
programming, the C language, programming development tools, system programming, network
programming (client-server model and sockets), and GUI programming
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Installing Linux: Installing the Operating System
2. Exploring the System: Starting Up and changing run levels, Using the man utility, using built-in
help switches for commands, Using Auto completion 3. Common System Utilities: Using cd,
using pwd, using mkdir, using rmdir, Using Touch, Using ls, using mv, using cp, Using cat,
Using Redirection, rm, Using vi, Searching for files: grep, frep and similar commands
3. The XWindow System: Preamble, Virtual terminals, Setting up a basic display, X clients,
Window Managers, Display Manager, xinit and startx, system-config-display
4. The Shell and Shell Scripting: Different kind of shells (c shell, bash shell, korn shell and others),
A simple Script, using variables in scripts, Using Control Structures
5. User Accounts: Preamble, manually creating a new group, automatically creating a new user,
automatically creating new groups, using sticky bits, share the file between users and groups.
6. Managing and Installing Software: Installing, Querying and Uninstalling Packages Third party
tools, Building Software from Source 8. Understanding Devices: Determining device type,
creating devices, mounting and umounting devices
OPEN ELECTIVE - I

CREDITS (4)

There are three open electives offered by other departments / schools in first semester. The department will
permit student to opt one open elective based on choice of student and consent of the course advisor.
S. No.

Course Code

Course Title

1

IIIT101

Harnessing the Power of the Web as a Knowledge Device

2

IIIT107

Art of Logic & Programming

3

ETCE101

Fundamentals of Civil Engineering

OPEN ELECTIVE - II

CREDITS (4)

There are three open electives offered by other departments / schools in second semester. The department
will permit student to opt one open elective based on choice of student and consent of the course advisor.
S.No.

Course Code

Course Title

1

IIIT104

Understanding The Power of Data

2

IIIT102

Fundamentals of Innovation and Entrepreneurship

3

ETCE12

URBAN Engineering

OPEN ELECTIVE - I
CREDITS (4)
There are three open electives offered by other departments / schools in first semester. The department will
permit student to opt one open elective based on choice of student and consent of the course advisor.
S. No.
1
2
3

Course Code
IIIT101
IIIT107
ETCE101

Course Title
Harnessing the Power of the Web as a Knowledge Device
Art of Logic & Programming
Fundamentals of Civil Engineering

ETCS501A

LANGUAGES OF DATA MODELING

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
Data modeling is the analysis of data objects and their relationships to other data objects. Data
modeling is often the first step in database design and object-oriented programming as the designers
first create a conceptual model of how data items relate to each other. Data modeling involves a
progression from conceptual model to logical model to physical schema. It helps in the visual
representation of data and enforces business rules, regulatory compliances, and government policies
on the data. Data Models ensure consistency in naming conventions, default values, semantics,
security while ensuring quality of the data.
Course Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
The purpose of this course is to provide a comprehensive introduction to database modeling and
design implementing the Database Systems Development Life Cycle. The course will define and use
essential database terms and concepts. The emphasis of the course is on the design and use of a
relational database. The student will analyze complex business scenarios, and design and create
models to support said scenario. After the successful completion of the course the student is able to
1. Data modeling with an emphasis on entity-relationship models.
2. Relational database model for database systems, database schema and data integrity.
3. Design theory for relational databases.
4. System Design and programming using database systems.
5. Data storage, file organization and index structures.
6. Transactions, concurrency, and robustness against errors.
UNIT 1:
Introducing Data Modeling: Introduction to data modeling, data modeling taxonomy: Entity
expansion, Input Data Analysis-structuring, Output Data Analysis – structuring, Normalization,
overview of model-driven database design, domain models and design patterns, benefits and pitfalls
of model-driven design.
UNIT 2:
Designing Logical Data Models: Entity-Relationship Model – Entity Types, Entity Sets, Attributes
Relationship Types, Relationship Instances and ER Diagrams. Extended E-R features:
Generalization, Specialization and Aggregations. Concepts of hierarchical, network and relational
data models.
UNIT 3:
Designing Physical Data Models: Concepts of hierarchical, network and relational data models.
Function dependency, Dependency preservation, Lossless and lossy decomposition, Multivalued
dependency, Normalization 1NF, 2NF, 3NF, BCNF, 4NF, 5NF

UNIT 4:
Unified Modeling Language: Overview, Building Blocks, Architecture, Modeling Types, Basic
Notations, Standard Diagrams, Class Diagram, Object Diagram, and Component Diagram.
OPEN ELECTIVE - II

CREDITS (4)

There are three open electives offered by other departments / schools in second semester. The
department will permit student to opt one open elective based on choice of student and consent of
the course advisor.

S.No.

Course Code

Course Title

1

IIIT104

Understanding the Power of Data

2

IIIT102

Fundamentals of Innovation and Entrepreneurship

3

ETCE12

URBAN Engineering

ETCS551A

LANGUAGES OF DATA MODELING LAB

(Credits-1)

Course Overview:
A student will achieve two important skills required for a Business Analyst - Data Modelling and
Database Design. After completing this course, a student will be able to analyse business cases,
develop Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) and design Relational Database. However, this course
is NOT about database development on any specific DBMS. A database design can be implemented
using any available tool or DBMS (e.g. Oracle, SQL). Data Modelling and Database Design are
independent of any specific tool.
Course Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
Data modelling is a process used to define and analyze the data requirements in an IT project with
the end result being a data model that can accurately describe the structure, manipulation and
integrity aspects of the data stored within relational databases. By completion of this course,
successful students will be able to:


Understand basics of the DAMA DM-BOK guidelines for Data Modelling



Create three distinct levels of data models



Apply data modelling skills to practical situations



Understand metadata and its purpose

List of Experiments
1. Represent the following concepts of OOSE using suitable UML symbols: Association,
Composition, Activity, Classes, Interface etc.
2. Create a Usecase diagram of Airline Reservation System.
3. Create a class diagram of Airline Reservation System or any suitable case study.
4. Create an Activity Diagram for the above problem.
5. Design JUnit test cases to test a given Java code. Test cases should cover checking
of boundary value analysis, complete path coverage etc.
•
•

Display calendar for the month and year selected from combo box
OnMouseover event

2.
XML
 Create any catalog
 Display the catalog created using CSS or XS

SEMESTER I
MCA ETCA 801A

PROBLEM SOLVING AND PYTHON PROGRAMMING

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
Python is a language with a simple syntax, and a powerful set of libraries. It is an interpreted language, with
a rich programming environment, including a robust debugger and profiler. While it is easy for beginners to
learn, it is widely used in many scientific areas for data exploration. This course is an introduction to the
Python programming language for students without prior programming experience. We cover data types,
control flow, object-oriented programming, and graphical user interface-driven applications. The examples
and problems used in this course are drawn from diverse areas such as text processing, simple graphics
creation and image manipulation, HTML and web programming, and genomics.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
The learning objectives of this course are:











To formulate simple algorithms for arithmetic and logical problems.
To translate the algorithms to programs (in python language).
To test and execute the programs and correct syntax and logical errors.
To implement conditional branching, iteration and recursion.
To decompose a problem into functions and synthesize a complete program using divide and
conquer approach.
To learn how to design and program Python applications.
To learn how to use lists, tuples, and dictionaries in Python programs.
To learn how to design object‐oriented programs with Python classes.
To learn how to use class inheritance in Python for reusability.
To learn how to use exception handling in Python applications for error handling.

Unit I
Introduction to Python: The basic elements of python, Branching Programs, Control Structures, Strings and
Input, Iteration
Unit II
Functions, Scoping and Abstraction: Functions and scoping, Specifications, Recursion, Global variables,
Modules, Files
Unit III
Classes and Object: Oriented Programming: Abstract Data Types and Classes, Inheritance, Encapsulation
and Information Hiding, Handling Exceptions
Unit IV
Simple Algorithms and Data structures: Search Algorithms, Sorting, Algorithms, Hash Tables
TEXTBOOKS:
1. John V Guttag. ―Introduction to Computation and Programming Using Python‖, Prentice Hall of
India

Reference Books
1. R. Nageswara Rao, ―Core Python Programming‖, Dreamtech
2. Wesley J. Chun. ―Core Python Programming, Second Edition‖, Prentice Hall
3. Michael T. Goodrich, Roberto Tamassia, Michael H. Goldwasser, ―Data Structures and Algorithms
in Python‖, Wiley
4. Kenneth A. Lambert, ―Fundamentals of Python,First Programs‖, CENGAGE Publication

ETCA 803A COMPUTER ORGANIZATION AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
(Credits-4)
Course Overview:
This course covers the basics of computer organization with emphasis on the lower level abstraction of a
computer system including digital logic, instruction set and assembly language programming. Topics
includes data representation, logic gates, simplification of logical expressions, design and analysis of simple
combinational circuit such as decoders and multiplexers, flip-flops and registers, design and analysis of
simple synchronous sequential circuit, random-access and read-only memories, instruction set architecture
and programming in assembly language. The Intel 80386 instruction set is used as a case study with
programming experience in the Linux environment.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
Upon completion of this course students will be able to:
1. Demonstrate proficiency in programming using assembly and machine language.
2. Explain the language translation process.
3. Understand the relationship between high level programming languages and machine level
implementation.
4. Describe a computer system as a construct built upon many layers of abstraction.
5. Understand computer architecture and its relationship to higher level machine abstractions.
UNIT – I
Von Neumann Architecture, Instruction execution, concept of Interrupts, Fixed point and floating-point
arithmetic, error detection and other codes, concepts of Gates and Logic Circuits
The Combinational and Sequential circuits, Design of Combinational circuits, examples of combinational
circuits, flip flops, sequential circuit design, examples of sequential circuits
UNIT – II
The memory hierarchy, Cache, RAM, ROM, DRAM, Flash Memory, secondary storage technologies and
Characteristics, RAID and its levels, Cache Organization, The Memory System of Micro-Computer, Input
output interfaces, the concepts of device controllers, Input output techniques, DMA, Device drivers, Input
output processors, Interrupt Processing
Hard Drives: Partitioning and Formatting: FAT, Inodes, Drive Speed, Access Time, Rotation Speeds, Hard
Drive Interfaces, Removable Storage Options, Video Cards, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Modems, Print
Resolution, Scanners, Keyboards, Mouse, Power supply
UNIT – III
The Instruction format, The Instruction set architecture, the types of Instructions, The types of operands,
Addressing modes and their importance, Description of Various types of Registers, Need and importance of
registers, The Micro-operation concepts, The Instruction execution and micro-operations
The organization of Arithmetic logic unit, The characteristics of ALU, Design of simple units of ALU,
Pipelining, The hardwired control, Wilkes control, The Micro-programmed control, the microinstructions,
the execution of micro-program, RISC principles, Large Register file in RISC, RISC pipelining

UNIT – IV
8086 microprocessors, The Instruction format, the addressing modes, The types of Instructions, The need
and use of assembly language, Input output in assembly Language Program, Sample Assembly Programs
including Arrays, Counters, Dealing with various simple statements, Use of various addressing modes
Modular Programming, Interfacing assembly with HLL, Device drivers in assembly, Interrupts in assembly
TEXTBOOKS:
1. “Computer Organization and Design: The Hardware/Software Interface”, 5th Edition by David
A. Patterson and John L. Hennessy, Elsevier.
2. “Computer Organization and Embedded Systems”, 6th Edition by Carl Hamacher, McGraw Hill
Higher Education.
3. “Microprocessor and Interfacing: Programming and Hardware Experiments”, D.V. Hall, McGraw Hill Education.
4. B.Ram Computer Fundamentals Architecture and Organization,New Age Intl.
5. M. Morris Mano, Computer System Architecture, Pearson Education

ETMC 673A

INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

(Credits-4)

Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
To enable the students to study the evolution of Management, to study the functions and principles of
management and to learn the application of the principles in an organization.
UNIT I
HRD: selection, appraisal, training and information systems.
Marketing: Understand the concept of marketing mix. These marketing mix elements consist of product
policy and design, pricing, choice of marketing intermediaries, methods of physical distribution, use of
personal selling, advertising and sales promotion, marketing research, and marketing organization.
UNIT II
Finance: Finance function (concept, scope, and its relationship with other functions) : tools of financial
analysis (funds and cash flow analysis, ratio, analysis, risk-return trade-of): financial forecasting (profonna
income statement and balance sheet, cash flow forecasting under uncertainty, financial planning): estimation
and management of working capital (operating cycle concept, inventory, accounts receivables, cash and
accounts payables, working capital requirements).
UNIT III
Manufacturing: Operations Planning and Control (aggregate planning, multiple product batch, production
cycles, short tenn scheduling of job shop, setting production rate in continuous production systems, activity
scheduling in projects, introduction to project time calculations through PERT/CPM): Management of
supply chain, materials management (introduction to materials management, systems and procedures for
inventory management planning, and procurement of materials): quality management (quality concept and
planning. standardizations, quality circles).
UNIT IV
Strategy: Firm and its Environment: strategies and resources; industry structure and analysis; evaluation of
corporate strategy; strategies for growth and diversification; process of strategic planning.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Agarwal, R.D., "Organization and Management", Tata McGraw Hill
2. Massie, "Essentials of Management", Prentice Hall of India.
3.

ETCA 805A

MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
Fundamental concepts and tools in discrete mathematics with emphasis on their applications to computer
science. Topics include logic and Boolean circuits; sets, functions, relations, databases, and finite automata:
deterministic algorithms, randomized algorithms, and analysis techniques based on counting methods and
recurrence equations; trees and more general graphs.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
At the end of the course, the student should be able to formulate logic expressions for a variety of
applications; convert a logic expression into a Boolean circuit, and vice versa; design relational databases;
design finite automata to recognize string patterns; apply, adapt, and design elementary deterministic and
randomized algorithms to solve computational problems; analyse the running time of non-recursive
algorithms with loops by means of counting; analyse the running time of divide-and-conquer recursive
algorithms by means of recurrence equations; and use trees and graphs to formulate computational
problems.
UNIT I
Mathematical Logic: Notation. Connectives Normal forms. Theory of inference for statement calculus.
UNIT II
Predicate calculus. Inference theory of the predicate calculus. Relations and ordering. Functions. Recursion.
Algebraic Structures: Groups. Application of residue arithmetic to computers. Group codes.
UNIT III
Graph theory: Definition. Paths, reach ability, connectedness. Matrix representation of graphs. Trees.
UNIT IV
Storage representation and manipulation of graphs: Trees. List structures and graphs. Pert and related
techniques.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Kolman, B., and Busby. R., "Discrete Mathematical Structures for ComJ;luter Science", Prentice Hall.
1987.
2. Sahni, S., "Concepts in Discrete Mathematics". Camelot Publisher. U.S.A. 1981.
3. Tremblay, J.P., el. al. "Discrete Mathematical Structures with Applications to Computer Science"
McGraw Hill, 1987.

ETCA 807A

INTRODUCTION TO DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
The course reviews topics such as conceptual data modelling, relational data model, relational query
languages, relational database design and transaction processing and current technologies. It exposes the
student to the fundamental concepts and techniques in database use and development as well provides a
foundation for research in databases.
Objective and Expected Outcome:
1. Install, configure, and interact with a relational database management system
2. Describe, define and apply the major components of the relational database model to database design
3. Learn and apply the Structured Query Language (SQL) for database definition and manipulation
4. Utilize a database modeling technique for a single entity class, a one-to-one (1:1) relationship
between entity classes, a one-to-many (1:M) relationship between entity classes, a many-to-many
(M:M)relationship between entity classes, and recursive relationships
5. Define, develop and process single entity, 1:1, 1:M, and M:M database tables
6. Learn and implement the principles and concepts of information integrity, security and
confidentiality
7. Apply ethical computing concepts and practices to database design and implementation.

UNIT I
Basic concepts: Database & Database Users, Characteristics of the Database, Database Systems.: Concepts
& Architecture, Date Models. Schemas & Instances, DBMS Architecture & Data Independence, Data Base
languages & Interfaces, Data Modeling using the Entity-Relationship Approach
Relational Model Languages & Systems, Relational Data Model & Relational Algebra, Relational Model
Concepts, Relational Model Constraints, Relational Algebra
UNIT II
Conventional Data Models & Systems, Network, Data Model & IDMS Systems, Membership types &
options in a set, DML for the network model, Navigation within a network database
Hierarchical Data Model & IMS System, Hierarchical Database structure: HSAM, HISAM, HDAM &
HIDAM organization, DML for hierarchical model, Overview of IMS
UNIT III
Relational Data Base Design, Function Dependencies & Normalization for Relational Databases
Functional Dependencies, Normal forms based on primary keys (INF, 2NF, 3NF & BCNF), Lossless join &
Dependency preserving decomposition.
UNIT IV
Concurrency Control & Recovery Techniques: Concurrency Control Techniques, Locking Techniques,
Time stamp ordering, Granularity of Data items
Recovery Techniques: Recovery concepts, Database backup and recovery from catastrophic failures
TEXTBOOKS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Date, C.J., "An Introduction to Database Systems", Narosa Publishing House. New Delhi.
Desai, B'., "An Introduction to Database Concepts", Galgotia Publications. New Delhi.
Elmsari and Navathe, "Fundamentals of Database Systems", Addison Wesley, New York.
Ullman, J.D., "Principles of Database Systems", Galgotia Publications. New Delhi.

ETCA 851A
INTRODUCTION
(Credits-1)

TO

DATABASE

MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM

LAB

Course Overview:
Database management has evolved from a specialized computer application to a central component of a
modern computing environment and as a result knowledge about database system has become an essential
part of computer science. The course serves as a visual guide to the material presented during our lectures.
The aim of this course is to introduce Database management system, with an emphasis on foundational
material. The fundamental concepts and algorithms covered are based on those used in existing commercial
or experimental database systems. Our aim is to present these concepts and algorithms in general setting.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
At the end of the course students should:
Have a good understanding of how several fundamental algorithms work, particularly those concerned with
creation and updating of tables.
Have a good understanding of the fundamental DBMS used in computer science.
Be able to understand various queries and their execution.
Be able to design new database and modify existing ones for new applications and reason about the
efficiency of the result

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. SQL - A Relational Database Language
2. Date Definition in SQL
3. View & Queries in SQL
4. Specifying Constraints & Indexes in SQL
5. Specifying Constraints & Indexes in SQL
6. Relational Database Management Systems: ORACLE/INGRES

ETCA 853 PROBLEM SOLVING AND PYTHON PROGRAMMING LAB

(Credits-1)

Course Overview: Problem-solving and Python programming emphasize on principles of software
development, style, and testing. Topics include procedures and functions, iteration, recursion, arrays and
vectors, strings, an operational model of procedure and function calls, algorithms, exceptions, objectoriented programming, and GUIs (graphical user interfaces). Weekly labs provide guided practice on the
computer, with staff present to help. Assignments use graphics and GUIs to help develop fluency and
understanding.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
Upon a successful completion of this course students should be able to:
1. Be fluent in the use of procedural statements — assignments, conditional statements, loops, function
calls — and sequences. Be able to design, code, and test small Python programs.
2. Understand the concepts of object-oriented programming as used in Python: classes, subclasses,
inheritance, and overriding. Understand the basics of OO design.
3. Implement the data structures and use the built-in libraries for efficient codes.
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Develop programs to understand the control structures of python
2. Develop programs to implement list
3. Develop programs to implement Dictionary
4. Develop programs to implement tuples
5. Develop programs to implement function with stress on scoping
6. Develop programs to implement classes and objects
7. Develop programs to implement exception handling.
8. Develop programs to implement linear search and binary search.
9. Develop programs to implement insertion sort
10. Develop programs to implement bubble sort.
11. Develop programs to implement quick sort.
12. Develop programs to implement heap sort.

ETCA 855A C AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING LAB

(Credits-1)

Overview:
This course is an attempt to familiarize students with some of the important Assemblers available in the
Windows environment. Students may use any of these tools available. Students may also find that assembler
directives used by these programs may differ. Assembly and C Programming helps students greatly in
System Software implementation and giving understanding of the machine.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
• Develop and assemble assembly programs
• Identify and use proper assembler directives
• Design simple assembly programs
• Write programs that interface with a programming language
• Appreciate the System Software development environment
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Write a program to add two numbers present in two consecutive memory locations and store the result in
next memory location.
2. Write a program to exchange two memory variables using MOV and XCHG instruction. Can you do it
with just XCHG?
3. Write a program to find the sum of two BCD numbers stored in memory.
4. Write a program, which will read two decimal numbers, then multiply them together, and finally print
out the result (in decimal).
5. Write a program to find the factorial of decimal number given by user.
n

6. Write a program to find Cr for a given n and r.
7. Write a program to arrange given N numbers in descending order.
8. Write a program, which will read in decimal inputs repeatedly until a zero value is read; at this point, it
should print out the sum of the numbers read in so far.
9. Write a program for finding the largest number in an array of 10 elements.
10. Develop and execute a program to sort a given set of 8-bit unsigned integers into ascending order.
11. Develop and execute an assembly language program to sort a given set of 16- bit unsigned integers into
descending order.
12. Write a Program which adds the sales tax in the Price list of items and replace the Price list with
calculated values.
13. Write a program to Convert ASCII number into decimal digit.
14. Write a Program for performing the following operation.
Z=((A-B)/10*C) ** 2
15. Write a Program for adding an array of Binary Digits.

SEMESTER II
ETCA 802A

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
The aim of the course is to introduce basic data structures and algorithms. This course covers the design,
analysis, and implementation of data structures and algorithms to solve engineering problems using an
object-oriented programming language. Topics include elementary data structures, (including arrays, stacks,
queues, and lists), advanced data structures (including trees and graphs), the algorithms used to manipulate
these structures, and their application to solving practical engineering problems.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes
Based on satisfactory completion of the course a student should be able to:
1. Formulate and apply object‐oriented programming as a modern tool to solve engineering problems.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of basic data structures and algorithms.
3. Demonstrate the ability to analyze, design, apply and use data structures and algorithms to solve
engineering problems and evaluate their solutions.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of analysis of algorithms.
UNIT I
Python: types, expressions, strings, lists, tuples; Python memory model: names, mutable and immutable
values; List operations: slices etc - Binary search; Inductive function definitions: numerical and structural
induction; Elementary inductive sorting: selection and insertion sort; In-place sorting.
Basic algorithmic analysis input size, asymptotic complexity, O () notation; Arrays vs lists; ; Merge sort ;
Quick sort ; Stable sorting.
UNIT II
Dictionaries; More on Python functions: optional arguments, default values; Passing functions as
arguments; Higher order functions on lists: map, lter, list comprehension.
Exception handling; Basic input/output; Handling Files; String processing.
UNIT III
Backtracking: N Queens, recording all solutions; Scope in Python: local, global, nonlocal names; Nested
functions; Data structures: stack, queue; Heaps.
Abstract data types; Classes and objects in Python; "Linked" lists: find, insert, delete; Binary search trees:
find, insert, delete; Height-balanced binary search trees.
UNIT IV
Efficient evaluation of recursive definitions: memorization | Dynamic programming: examples | Other
programming languages: C and manual memory management | Other programming paradigms:functional
programming.
TEXTBOOK:
1. Narasimha Karumanchi, Data Structures and Algorithms, CarrerMonk Publications
2. T. H. Cormen, C. E. Leiserson, R. L. Rivest, Clifford Stein, ―Introduction to Algorithms‖, 2nd Ed.,
PHI
3. Ellis Horowitz and Sartaz Sahani, ―Computer Algorithms‖, Galgotia Publications.

ETCA 804A INFORMATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATIONS(Credits-4)
Course Overview:
The primary goal of this course is to help students develop a comprehensive understanding of how
information systems are developed through the activities of systems planning, analysis, design and
implementation; an understanding suited to the needs of a business analyst, information systems selector or
managerial consultant. The key modeling concepts applicable to both structured and object-oriented
approaches to systems development are examined.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
At the end of this course, it is expected that students will be able to:
1. Identify and understand key aspects of the systems development process, from planning through
analysis and design to implementation and maintenance.
2. Recognize success factors associated with systems development, including individual and
organizational factors.
3. Recognize and apply various strategies, tools and modelling techniques related to different
approaches to systems development (including structured and object-oriented approaches) to
theanalysis and design of a business information system.
4. Understand and apply key principles of good user interface design.
5. Understand and carry out key activities associated with systems development including activities
related to project initiation and project planning, analysis of a business problem, determining
information needs, and the selecting and recommending an IS-based solution
UNIT I
Overview of Systems Analysis and Design: Systems Development Life Cycle. Concept and Models:
requirements determination. logical design. physical design, test planning implementation planning and
performance evaluation; communication, interviewing, presentation skills; group dynamics; risk and
feasibility analysis; group-based approaches. JAD, structures walkthroughs, and design and code reviews;
prototyping; database design; software quality metrics; application categories software package evaluation
and acquisition.
UNIT II
Information requirement Analysis: Process modelling with physical and logical data flow diagrams, data
modelling with logical entity relationship diagrams;
Developing a Proposal: Feasibility study and cost estimation.
System Design: Design of input and control, design of output and control, file design/database design,
Process design, user interface design; prototyping; software constructions; documentation.
UNIT III
Application Development Methodologies and CASE tools: Information engineering, structured systems
analysis and design and object oriented methodologies for application development data modeling, process
modeling, user interface design and prototyping; use of computer aided software engineering (CASE) tools
in the analysis, design and implementation of information systems.
Design and Implementation of 00 platforms: Object oriented analysis and design through object modeling
technique, object modeling, dynamic modeling and functional modeling, object-oriented design and objectoriented programming systems for implementation, object-oriented data bases.

UNIT IV
Managerial Issues in Software Projects: Introduction to software markets; planning of software projects, size
and cost estimations; project scheduling; measurement of software quality and productivity; ISO and
capability maturity models for organizational growth.
TEXTBOOKS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Haryszkiewycz, LT., "Introduction of Systems Analysis and Design". Prentice Hall of India.
Rajaraman, V, "Analysis and Design of Information Systems". Prentice Hall of India.
Senn, LA., "Analysis and Design of Information Systems". Tata McGraw Hill Book Company.
Whiten, 1.K., Bentley, L.D., Beslow, V.M., ''Systems Analysis and Design Methods". Galgotia
Publications Pvt. Ltd.

ETCA 806A

ADVANCE DATA MINING

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
In this course, we will cover both basic and advanced data mining techniques in depth (see possible list of
topics below). The course will consist of a mixture of lectures by the instructor and presentations by the
students. Each student is also expected to gain hands on experience by carrying out a semester long project
on their topic of choice.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
On satisfying the requirements of this course, students will have the knowledge and skills to:
1. Explain the fundamental issues involved in the use of the training/test methodology, crossvalidation and the bootstrap to provide accuracy assessments.
2. Understand and explain ideas of source and target sample, and their relevance to the practical
application of classification and other data mining techniques.
3. Demonstrate accurate and efficient use of classification and related data mining techniques, using
the R system for the computations.
4. Demonstrate capacity for mathematical reasoning through analyzing, proving and explaining
concepts from the theory that underpins classification and related data mining methods.
5. Apply problem-solving using classification and related data mining techniques to diverse situations
in business, biology, engineering and other sciences.
UNIT I
Data mining tasks – mining frequent patterns, associations and correlations, classification and regression for
predictive analysis, cluster analysis, outlier analysis; advanced pattern mining in multilevel,
multidimensional space –mining multilevel associations, mining multidimensional associations, mining
quantitative association rules, mining rare patterns and negative patterns.
UNIT II
Classification by back propagation, support vector machines, classification using frequent patterns, other
classification methods –genetic algorithms, roughest approach, fuzz set approach.
Density based methods –DBSCAN, OPTICS, DENCLUE; Grid Based methods –STING, CLIQUE;
Exception – maximization algorithm; clustering High-Dimensional Data; Clustering Graph and Network
Data.
UNIT III
Introduction, web mining, web content mining, web structure mining, web usage mining, Text mining –
unstructured text, episode rule discovery for texts, hierarchy of categories, text clustering.
UNIT IV
Introduction; Temporal Data Mining –Temporal Association Rules, Sequence Mining, GSP algorithm,
SPADE, SPIRIT Episode Discovery, Time Series Analysis, Spatial Mining Spatial Mining Tasks, Spatial
Clustering. Data Mining Applications.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Data Mining Concepts and Techniques, Jiawei Hang Micheline Kamber, Jian pei, Morgan
Kaufmannn.
2. Data Mining Techniques – Arun K pujari, Universities Press.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
1. Introduction to Data Mining – Pang-Ning Tan, Vipin kumar, Michael Steinbach, Pearson.
2. Data Mining Principles & Applications –T.V Sveresh Kumar, B.Esware Reddy, Jagadish S Kalimani,
Elsevier.

ETCA 808A

PROBABILITY & COMBINATORICS

CREIDTS (4)

Course Overview:
This course is introduction to the probabilistic method, a fundamental and powerful technique in
combinatorics and theoretical computer science. The essence of the approach is to show that some
combinatorial object exists and prove that a certain random construction works with positive probability.
The course focuses on methodology as well as combinatorial applications.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
Students will be able to apply, implement and interpret introductory probability theory and combinatorics to
relevant problems and examples.
UNIT I
Probability: Sample space. Events. Axioms. Conditional probability. Bayes rule. Random variables:
Discrete and continuous. Distribution and density functions. Marginal and conditional distributions.
Stochastic independence.
UNIT II
Expectation: Expectation of a function. Conditional expectation and variance. Moment generating function.
Cumulant generating functions. Characteristic functions. Distributions: Discrete and continuous
distributions.
UNIT III
Permutations and combinations. Distinct and non-distinct objects. Generating functions for combinations.
Enumerators for permutations. Distribution of distinct objects.
UNIT IV
Recurrence relations: Linear and with two indices. Principles of inclusion and exclusion. Formula
derangement. Restrictions on relative positions.
Textbooks
1. Liu, C.L., "Introduction to Combinatorial Mathematics". McGraw Hill. 1996.
2. Ross, S., "A First Course in Probability", Collier Macmillan, New York, 1976.

ETCA 810A

SYSTEM AND NETWORK ADMINISTRATION

(Credits-4)

Course Overview:
The module provides students with the knowledge and the skills necessary to install, configure and
administer a network on server machines that are part of a domain. The module approaches network
administration on both operating system and hardware levels. The general concepts covered in this course
apply to the administration of all kinds of systems. However, in order to ground the ideas presented, we will
focus primarily on one -- Linux, a popular UNIX-like OS for which we can provide facilities and is easily
available to anyone with a PC.
Objectives and Expected Outcomes:
As a result of taking this course, the student should be able to:
1. Install or upgrade a network operating system and gain practical experience in installing the
Windows Server 200x operating System
2. Analyse and implement a security policy through accounts, general network policy, file attributes,
disk quotas and the distributed file system.
3. Manage and implement disaster recovery.
4. Implement Web servers, terminal services
5. Implement, administer and monitor a Windows-based LAN including configuring hardware devices
6. Evaluate troubleshooting alternatives
UNIT I
Introduction to Systems and Network Administration: The Scope of Systems and Network Administration,
The Goals of Systems and Network Administration, System Components and their Management: Operating
Systems: Windows and Unix Variants, File Systems and Standards (UFS, NFS, NTFS), Processes and Job
Control, Privileged, User and Group Accounts, Logs and Audits, Systems Performance Tuning:
UNIT II
Host Management: Booting and Shutting down of an Operating System, Formatting, Partitioning and
Building a File System, File System Layout, Concept of swap space, Cloning Systems, OS Installation,
Installation and configuration of devices and drivers, Software Installation and Structuring Software, Open
Source Software: The GNU Project, Superuser/Administrator Privileges, User Management,
Adding/Removing users, Controlling User Resources, Disk Space Allocation and quotas, Process
Management and Monitoring, Scheduling Processes, Killing/Stopping processes, Restarting a Process,
Monitoring Process Activity, Maintaining Log Files, File System Repair, Backup and Restoration, ,
Handling Man Pages/Help System, Kernel Customization, Integrating Multiple Operating Systems, System
Sharing, User IDs, Passwords and Authentication.
UNIT III
Network Administration: Introduction to Network Administration Approaches, Addressing and Subnetting :
Fixed Vs Variable Masks, VLAN Principles and Configuration, Routing Concepts, Static and Dynamic
Routing, Routing Protocols: RIP, OSPF, BGP, Network Address Translation (NAT), Configuring a
Linux/Windows Box as a Router, Dial-up configuration and Authentication: PPP, Radius, RAS,
Configuring a DNS Server, Configuring Sendmail Service, Configuring a Web Server, Configuring a Proxy
Server, TCP/IP Troubleshooting: ping, traceroute, ifconfig, netstat, ipconfig, Network Management.
UNIT IV
Host and Network Security :Security Planning, Categories of Security: C1, C2, C3, C4, Password Security,
Access Control and Monitoring: Wrappers, Firewalls: Filtering Rules, Detection and Prevention of Denial

of Service (DOS) Attacks, Automatic Identification of Configuration Loop Holes, Security Information
Resources: CERT, Installisng and Upgrading System Software, Use of Scripting tools: Shell Scripting,
Perl/Python Scripting, Use of Make Option
Textbooks
1. ―Principles of Network and System Administration‖, Mark Burgess, John Wiley and Sons Ltd,
rd

2. ―TCP/IP Network Administration‖ (3 Edition), Craig Hunt, O‘Reilly and Associates Inc.
nd

3. ―Linux Network Administrator‘s Guide‖, Olaf Kirch and Terry Dawson, (2 Edition), O‘Reilly and
Associates Inc.

ETCA 852

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS LAB

(Credits-1)

Course Overview:
The course is designed to develop skills to design and analyze simple linear and non-linear data structures. It
strengthens the ability of the students to identify and apply the suitable data structure for the given real
world problem. It enables them to gain knowledge in practical applications of data structure.
Objective and Expected Outcome
At the end of this lab session, the student will
1.
2.
3.
4.

Be able to design and analyze the time and space efficiency of the data structure.
Be capable to identity the appropriate data structure for given problem.
Be capable to analyze algorithms and algorithm correctness.
Have practical knowledge on the applications of data structures.

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
Topic 1: Sorting – Searching
 Write a program to implement Bubble Sort.
 Write a program to implement Selection sort.
 Write a program to implement Quick Sort.
 Write a program to implement Insertion Sort.
 Write a program to implement Merge Sort.
 Write a program to implement Binary Search.
Topic 2: Arrays –Stacks-Recursion
 Write a program that finds the transposes a given square matrix.
 Write a recursive program that prints all the permutations of the first n characters of a string.
 Write a program to implement a stack of strings (illustrate the operations push (), pop(), size(),
empty() and top()).
 Write a program to show the linked implementation of the Stack class.
 Write a program to covert infix to postfix.
 Write a program to implement Towers of Hanoi using Stack and Queues-Linked-Lists.
 Write a program to implement a linear list and perform the operation such as insert(), search() and
delete().
 Write a program to implement a queue by adding the functions such as (i) Determine the size (ii)
input queue (iii) output a queue (iv) split a queue into two queues
Topic 3: Binary Trees - Binary Tree Traversal
 Write a program to implement Binary Search Tree.
 Write a program to implement Binary Search Trees using Priority queue.
 Write a program to create a binary tree and find the height of a binary tree.
 Write a program to perform the binary tree traversals.
 Write a program to perform a deletion from a Binary Tree (using a delete () function).
Topic 4: Graphs
 Write a program to implement DFS traversal of a graph.
 Write a program to implement BFS traversal of a graph.

ETCA 854A

ADVANCE DATA MININGLAB

(CREDITS-1)

Course Overview:
This lab course is intended to introduce advance data mining techniques including predictive, descriptive
and visualization modelling and their effective use in discovering interesting hidden patterns in large
volume of data generated by businesses, science, web, and other sources. Focus is on the main process of
data mining such as data preparation, classification, clustering, association analysis, and pattern evaluation.
Objective and Expected Outcome
After undergoing the course students will be able to:
1. Synthesize the data mining fundamental concepts and techniques from multiple perspectives.
2. Develop skills and apply data mining tools for solving practical problems.
3. Advance relevant programming skills.
4. Gain experience and develop research skills by reading the data mining literature.

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
Software Requirement: ORANGE, WEKA
1. Data Analysis• Parametric - Means, T-Test, Correlation
• Prediction for numerical outcomes - Linear regression
• Correlation analysis
• Preparing data for analysis
• Pre-processing techniques
2. Data Mining
• Implement clustering algorithm
• Implement classification using
• Decision tree
• Back propagation
• Visualization methods.

ETCA56A

SYSTEM AND NETWORKADMINISTRATIONLAB

(Credits-1)

Course Overview:
This lab course is intended to convey an understanding of basic principles of computer system and network
administration. This lab will enable the students with the practical experience with the principles being
conveyed.
Objective and Expected Outcome
Upon successful completion of the course, the student should be able to:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of the principles, practices and goals of system and network
administration.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of system components, the advantages major networking models,
network addressing and naming systems, network services.
3. Demonstrate an understanding of the major approaches to computer management in the network
environment.
4. Perform user accounts management and implement security groups.
5. Perform network services installation and management.
6. Use server and network monitoring software tools.
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Management of the users & the domain.
2. Configuring DHCP.
3. Setting up of a DNS.
4. Setting up the local security policy.
5. Start and stop services from user window and command prompt.
6. Use of event viewer.
7. Use of the performance monitor.
8. Management of the IIS and FJP server.
9. Setting up of local area network.
10. Use of utilities (a) Ping (b) Tracert (c) netstat (d) net (e) IP configuration (f) Path ping
11. Use of network monitor.
12. Setting up and use “Terminal Client Services”.

M. Tech (CSE)
SEMESTER-I
ETCS 601A MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. To understand the mathematical fundamentals that is prerequisites for a variety of courses like Data
mining, Network protocols, analysis of Web traffic, Computer security, Software engineering,
Computer architecture, operating systems, distributed systems, Bioinformatics, Machine learning.
2. To develop the understanding of the mathematical and logical basis to many modern techniques in
information technology like machine learning, programming language design, and concurrency.
3. To study various sampling and classification problems.
UNIT – I
Probability mass, density, and cumulative distribution functions, Parametric families of distributions,
Expected value, variance, conditional expectation, Applications of the univariate and multivariate Central
Limit Theorem, Probabilistic inequalities, Markov chains, Random samples, sampling distributions of
estimators.
UNIT – II
Methods of Moments and Maximum Likelihood. Statistical inference, Introduction to multivariate statistical
models: regression and classification problems, principal components analysis, The problem of over-fitting
model assessment.
UNIT – III
Graph Theory: Isomorphism, Planar graphs, graph colouring, hamilton circuits and euler cycles.
Permutations and Combinations with and without repetition. Specialized techniques to solve combinatorial
enumeration problems.
UNIT – IV
Computer science and engineering applications, Data mining, Network protocols, analysis of Web traffic,
Computer security, Software engineering, Computer architecture, operating systems, distributed systems,
Bioinformatics, Machine learning. Recent Trands in various distribution functions in mathmatical field of
computer science for varying fields like bioinformatic, soft computing, and computer vision.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. John Vince, Foundation Mathematics for Computer Science, Springer.
2. K. Trivedi.Probability and Statistics with Reliability, Queuing, and Computer Science
Applications, Wiley

ETCS 603A

ADVANCED DATA STRUCTURES

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Choose appropriate data structures, understand the ADT/libraries, and use it to design algorithms for a
specific problem.
2. Understand the necessary mathematical abstraction to solve problems.
3. Familiarize students with advanced paradigms and data structure used to solve algorithmic problems.
4. Come up with analysis of efficiency and proofs of correctness.
UNIT I
Dictionaries: Definition, Dictionary Abstract Data Type, Implementation of Dictionaries.
Hashing: Review of Hashing, Hash Function, Collision Resolution Techniques in Hashing, Separate
Chaining, Open Addressing, Linear Probing, Quadratic Probing, Double Hashing, Rehashing, Extendible
Hashing.
UNIT II
Skip Lists: Need for Randomizing Data Structures and Algorithms, Search and Update Operations on Skip
Lists, Probabilistic Analysis of Skip Lists, Deterministic Skip Lists.
Trees: Binary Search Trees, AVL Trees, Red Black Trees, 2-3 Trees, B-Trees, Splay Trees.
UNIT III
Text Processing: Sting Operations, Brute-Force Pattern Matching, The Boyer- Moore Algorithm, The
Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm, Standard Tries, Compressed Tries, Suffix Tries, The Huffman Coding
Algorithm, The Longest Common Subsequence Problem (LCS), Applying Dynamic Programming to the
LCS Problem.
UNIT IV
Computational Geometry: One Dimensional Range Searching, Two-Dimensional Range Searching,
constructing a Priority Search Tree, Searching a Priority Search Tree, Priority Range Trees, Quadtrees, k-D
Trees.
Recent Trands in Hashing, Trees, and various computational geometry methods for effeciently solving the
new evolving problem
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Mark Allen Weiss, Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C++, 2nd Edition, Pearson, 2004.
2. M T Goodrich, Roberto Tamassia, Algorithm Design, John Wiley, 2002.

ETMC 674A

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND IPR

(Credits-2)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Understand research problem formulation.
2. Analyze research related information
3. Follow research ethics
4. Understand that today’s world is controlled by Computer, Information Technology, but tomorrow
world will be ruled by ideas, concept, and creativity.
5. Understanding that when IPR would take such important place in growth of individuals & nation, it
is needless to emphasise the need of information about Intellectual Property Right to be promoted
among students in general & engineering in particular.
6. Understand that IPR protection provides an incentive to inventors for further research work and
investment in R & D, which leads to creation of new and better products, and in turn brings about,
economic growth and social benefits.
UNIT I
Meaning of research problem, Sources of research problem, Criteria Characteristics of a good research
problem, Errors in selecting a research problem, Scope and objectives of research problem. Approaches of
investigation of solutions for research problem, data collection, analysis, interpretation, Necessary
instrumentations
UNIT II
Effective literature studies approaches, analysis Plagiarism, Research ethics, Effective technical writing,
how to write report, Paper Developing a Research Proposal, Format of research proposal, a presentation and
assessment by a review committee.
UNIT III
Nature of Intellectual Property: Patents, Designs, Trade and Copyright. Process of Patenting and
Development: technological research, innovation, patenting, development. International Scenario:
International cooperation on Intellectual Property. Procedure for grants of patents, Patenting under PCT.
UNIT IV
Patent Rights: Scope of Patent Rights. Licensing and transfer of technology. Patent information and
databases. Geographical Indications. New Developments in IPR: Administration of Patent System. New
developments in IPR; IPR of Biological Systems, Computer Software etc. Traditional knowledge Case
Studies, IPR and IITs.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Stuart Melville and Wayne Goddard, ―Research methodology: an introduction for science &
engineering students‘‖
2. Wayne Goddard and Stuart Melville, ―Research Methodology: An Introduction‖
3. Ranjit Kumar, 2nd Edition, ―Research Methodology: A Step by Step Guide for beginners‖
4. Halbert, ―Resisting Intellectual Property‖, Taylor & Francis Ltd ,2007.
5.

ETCS 605A

MACHINE LEARNING

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Learn the concept of how to learn patterns and concepts from data without being explicitly
2. programmed in various IOT nodes.
3. design and analyse various machine learning algorithms and techniques with a modern outlook
focusing on recent advances.
4. Explore supervised and unsupervised learning paradigms of machine learning.
5. Explore Deep learning technique and various feature extraction strategies.
UNIT I
Supervised Learning (Regression/Classification): Basic methods: Distance-based methods, NearestNeighbours, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes.
Linear models: Linear Regression, Logistic Regression, Generalized Linear, Models, Support Vector
Machines, Nonlinearity and Kernel Methods, Beyond Binary Classification: Multi-class/Structured Outputs,
Ranking
UNIT II
Unsupervised Learning: Clustering: K-means/Kernel K-means, Dimensionality Reduction: PCA and
kernel PCA, Matrix Factorization and Matrix Completion, Generative Models (mixture models and latent
factor models).
UNIT III
Evaluating Machine Learning algorithms and Model Selection, Introduction to Statistical Learning Theory,
Ensemble Methods (Boosting, Bagging, Random Forests). Sparse Modeling and Estimation, Modeling
Sequence/Time-Series Data, Deep Learning and Feature Representation Learning.
UNIT IV
Scalable Machine Learning (Online and Distributed Learning): A selection from some other advanced
topics, e.g., Semi-supervised Learning, Active Learning, Reinforcement Learning, Inference in Graphical
Models, Introduction to Bayesian Learning and Inference.
Recent trends in various learning techniques of machine learning and classification methods for IOT
applications. Various models for IOT applications.
TEXT BOOKS:
1. Kevin Murphy, Machine Learning: A Probabilistic Perspective, MIT Press, 2012
2. Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, Jerome Friedman, The Elements of Statistical Learning, Springer
2009 (freely available online)
3. Christopher Bishop, Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning, Springer, 2007.

ETCS 607A

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Architect sensor networks for various application setups.
2. Devise appropriate data dissemination protocols and model links cost.
3. Understand the fundamental concepts of wireless sensor networks and have a basic knowledge of the
various protocols at various layers.
4. Evaluate the performance of sensor networks and identify bottlenecks.
UNIT I
Introduction to Wireless Sensor Networks: Course Information, Introduction to Wireless Sensor
Networks: Motivations, Applications, Performance metrics, History and Design factors.
Network Architecture: Traditional layered stack, Cross-layer designs, Sensor Network Architecture.
UNIT II
Hardware Platforms: Motes, Hardware parameters.
Introduction to ns-3: Introduction to Network Simulator 3 (ns-3), Description of the ns-3 core module and
simulation example.
Medium Access Control Protocol design: Fixed Access, Random Access, WSN protocols: synchronized,
duty-cycled
UNIT III
Introduction to Markov Chain: Discrete time Markov Chain definition, properties, classification and
analysis.
MAC Protocol Analysis: Asynchronous duty cycled. X-MAC Analysis (Markov Chain).
Security: Possible attacks, countermeasures, SPINS, Static and dynamic key distribution.
UNIT IV
Routing protocols: Introduction, MANET protocols
Routing protocols for WSN: Resource-aware routing, Data-centric, Geographic Routing, Broadcast,
Multicast Opportunistic Routing Analysis: Analysis of opportunistic routing (Markov Chain), Advanced
topics in wireless sensor networks.
Recent development in WSN standards, software applications.
TEXT BOOKS: 1. W. Dargie and C. Poellabauer, “Fundamentals of Wireless Sensor Networks –Theory and Practice”,
Wiley 2010
2. KazemSohraby, Daniel Minoli and TaiebZnati, “wireless sensor networks -Technology, Protocols, and
Applications”, Wiley Interscience 2007

ETCS 609A

INTRODUCTION TO INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: The aim of the course is to introduce to the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) with
emphasis on its use to solve real world problems for which solutions are difficult to express using the
traditional algorithmic approach. It explores the essential theory behind methodologies for developing
systems that demonstrate intelligent behaviour including dealing with uncertainty, learning from experience
and following problem solving strategies found in nature.
UNIT I
Biological foundations to intelligent systems I: Artificial neural networks, Back-propagation networks,
Radial basis function networks, and recurrent networks.
Biological foundations to intelligent systems II: Fuzzy logic, knowledge Representation and inference
mechanism, genetic algorithm, and fuzzy neural networks.
UNIT II
Search Methods Basic concepts of graph and tree search. Three simple search methods: breadth-first search,
depth-first search, iterative deepening search. Heuristic search methods: best-first search, admissible
evaluation functions, hill-climbing search. Optimisation and search such as stochastic annealing and genetic
algorithm.
UNIT III
Knowledge representation and logical inference Issues in knowledge representation. Structured
representation, such as frames, and scripts, semantic networks and conceptual graphs. Formal logic and
logical inference. Knowledge-based systems structures, its basic components. Ideas of Blackboard
architectures.
UNIT IV
Reasoning under uncertainty and Learning Techniques on uncertainty reasoning such as Bayesian
reasoning, Certainty factors and Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidential reasoning, A study of different
learning and evolutionary algorithms, such as statistical learning and induction learning.
Recent trends in Fuzzy logic, Knowledge Representation.
TEXT BOOKS: 1. Luger G.F. and Stubblefield W.A. (2008). Artificial Intelligence: Structures and strategies for
Complex Problem Solving. Addison Wesley, 6th edition.
2. Russell S. and Norvig P. (2009). Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach. Prentice-Hall, 3rd
edition.

ETCS 611A

DATA SCIENCE

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: - The objectives of the course is to :1. Provide students with the knowledge and expertise to become a proficient data scientist.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of statistics and machine learning concepts that are vital for data
science.
3. Produce Python code to statistically analyse a dataset.
4. Critically evaluate data visualisations based on their design and use for communicating stories from
data.
UNIT I
Introduction to core concepts and technologies: Introduction, Terminology, data science process, data
science toolkit, Types of data, Example applications.
Data collection and management: Introduction, Sources of data, Data collection and APIs, Exploring and
fixing data, Data storage and management, Using multiple data sources.
UNIT II
Data analysis: Introduction, Terminology and concepts, Introduction to statistics, Central tendencies and
distributions, Variance,Distribution properties and arithmetic, Samples/CLT, Basic machine learning
algorithms, Linear regression, SVM, Naive Bayes.
UNIT III
Data visualisation: Introduction, Types of data visualisation, Data for visualisation: Data types, Data
encodings, Retinal variables, Mapping variables to encodings, Visual encodings.
UNIT IV
Applications of Data Science,Technologies for visualisation, Bokeh (Python).
Recent trends in various data collection and analysis techniques, various visualization techniques,
application development methods of used in data science.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Cathy O‘Neil and Rachel Schutt. Doing Data Science, Straight Talk from The Frontline. O‘Reilly.
2. Jure Leskovek, AnandRajaraman and Jeffrey Ullman. Mining of Massive Datasets. v2.1, Cambridge
University Press.
3.

ETCS 613A

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: - Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Understand the fundamental concepts and issues of managing large volume of shared data
1. in a parallel and distributed environment, and to provide insight into related research problems.
2. Design trends in distributed systems.
UNIT I
INTRODUCTION: Distributed data processing; What is a DDBS; Advantages and disadvantages of
DDBS; Problem areas; Overview of database and computer network concepts.
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: Transparencies in a
distributed DBMS; Distributed DBMS architecture; Global directory issues.
UNIT II
DISTRIBUTED DATABASE DESIGN: Alternative design strategies; Distributed design issues;
Fragmentation; Data allocation.
SEMANTICS DATA CONTROL: View management; Data security; Semantic Integrity Control.
QUERY PROCESSING ISSUES: Objectives of query processing; Characterization of query processors;
Layers of query processing; Query decomposition; Localization of distributed data.
UNIT III
DISTRIBUTED QUERY OPTIMIZATION: Factors governing query optimization; Centralized query
optimization; Ordering of fragment queries; Distributed query optimization algorithms.
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT: The transaction concept; Goals of transaction management;
Characteristics of transactions; Taxonomy of transaction models.
CONCURRENCY CONTROL:
Concurrency control in centralized database systems; Concurrency control in DDBSs; Distributed
concurrency control algorithms; Deadlock management.
UNIT IV
RELIABILITY: Reliability issues in DDBSs; Types of failures; Reliability techniques; Commit protocols;
Recovery protocols.
PARALLEL DATABASE SYSTEMS: Parallel architectures; parallel query processing and optimization;
load balancing.
ADVANCED TOPICS: Mobile Databases, Distributed Object Management, Multi-databases.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Principles of Distributed Database Systems, M.T. Ozsu and P. Valduriez, Prentice-Hall, 1991.
2. Distributed Database Systems, D. Bell and J. Grimson, Addison-Wesley, 1992.

ETCS 615A

ADVANCED WIRELESS AND MOBILE NETWORKS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: - Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Get familiar with the wireless/mobile market and the future needs and challenges.
2. Get familiar with key concepts of wireless networks, standards, technologies and their basic operations.
3. To learn how to design and analyse various medium access.
4. To learn how to evaluate MAC and network protocols using network simulation software tools.
UNIT I
INTRODUCTION: Wireless Networking Trends, Key Wireless Physical Layer Concepts, Multiple Access
Technologies -CDMA, FDMA, TDMA, Spread Spectrum technologies, Frequency reuse, Radio
Propagation and Modelling, Challenges in Mobile Computing: Resource poorness, Bandwidth, energy etc.
WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORKS: IEEE 802.11 Wireless LANs Physical & MAC layer, 802.11
MAC Modes (DCF & PCF) IEEE 802.11 standards, Architecture & protocols, Infrastructure vs. Adhoc
Modes, Hidden Node & Exposed Terminal Problem, Problems, Fading Effects in Indoor and outdoor
WLANs, WLAN Deployment issues.
UNIT II
WIRELESS CELLULAR NETWORKS: 1G and 2G, 2.5G, 3G, and 4G, Mobile IPv4, Mobile IPv6, TCP
over Wireless Networks, Cellular architecture, Frequency reuse, Channel assignment strategies, Handoff
strategies, Interference and system capacity, Improving coverage and capacity in cellular systems, Spread
spectrum Technologies.
UNIT III
WiMAX (Physical layer, Media access control, Mobility and Networking), IEEE 802.22
Wireless Regional Area Networks, IEEE 802.21 Media Independent Handover Overview
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS: Introduction, Application, Physical, MAC layer and Network
Layer, Power Management, Tiny OS Overview.
UNIT IV
WIRELESS PANs: Bluetooth AND Zigbee, Introduction to Wireless Sensors.
SECURITY: Security in wireless Networks Vulnerabilities, Security techniques, Wi-Fi Security, DoS in
wireless communication.
ADVANCED TOPICS: IEEE 802.11x and IEEE 802.11i standards, Introduction to Vehicular Adhoc
Networks.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Schiller J., Mobile Communications, Addison Wesley 2000
2. Stallings W., Wireless Communications and Networks, Pearson Education 2005
3. Stojmenic Ivan, Handbook of Wireless Networks and Mobile Computing, John Wiley and Sons Inc
2002.
4. Yi Bing Lin and Imrich Chlamtac, Wireless and Mobile Network Architectures, John Wiley and
Sons Inc 2000.
5. Pandya Raj, Mobile and Personal Communications Systems and Services, PHI 2000.

ETCS 653A

DATA SCIENCE LAB

List of Experiments
1. Introduction to Python/R tool for data analytics science.
2. Basic Statistics and Visualization in Python/R.
3. Implementation of K-means Clustering.
4. Implementation of Association Rules.
5. Implementation of Linear Regression.
6. Implementation of Logistic Regression.
7. Implementation of Naive Bayesian Classifier.
8. Implementation of Decision Trees.
9. Simulate Principal component analysis.
10. Simulate Singular Value Decomposition.

(Credits-1)

ETCS 655A

DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1. Implement concurrent echo client-server application.
2. Implement concurrent day-time client-server application.
3. Configure following options on server socket and tests them: SO_KEEPALIVE, SO_LINGER, SO_SNDBUF,
SO_RCVBUF, TCP_NODELAY.
4. Incrementing acounter in shared memory.
5. Create CORBA based server-client application.
6. Design XML Schema and XML instance document.
7. WSDL based: Implement Arithmetic Service that implements add, and subtract operations / Java
based: Implement Trigonometric Service that implements sin, and cos operations.
8. Configuring reliability and security options.
9. Monitor SOAP request and response packets. Analyze parts of it and compare themwith the operations
(java functions) headers.
10. Design and test BPEL module that composes Arithmetic Service and Trignometric Service.
11. Test open source ESB using web service.
12. Implementing Publish/Subscribe Paradigm using Web Services, ESB and JMS.
13. Implementing Stateful grid services using Globus WS-Core-4.0.3.

ETCS 657A

ADVANCED WIRELESS AND MOBILE NETWORKS LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To understand the Basic circuit of Mobile phone (Transmitter, Receiver and Base band control Section).
To study working of SIMcard in GSM handset SIM card detection.
To Study and observe Transmitted/Received RF signal.
Study and observe Transmitted (I & Q) /Received (I & Q) signals constellations.
Study and analyze the Buzzer in 4G LTE Smart Phone TechBook.
To study and Analyze the Vibrator in 4G LTE smart phone Tech book.
Study of switch faults in User Interface Section of 4G LTE Smart PhoneTechBook.
Study and analyze the Power Management Unit in 4G LTE Smart Phone TechBook.
To study AT commands using GSM trainer module10To study General Packet Radio Receiver.

ETCS 651A

ADVANCED DATA STRUCTURES LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1. Beginning with an empty binary search tree, Construct binary search tree by inserting the values in
the order given. After constructing a binary tree –
i.
Insert new node
ii.
Find number of nodes in longest path
iii.
Minimum data value found in the tree
iv.
Change a tree so that the roles of the left and right pointers are swapped at every node
v.
Search a value
2. For given expression eg. a-b*c-d/e+f construct inorder sequence and traverse it using postorder
traversal.
3. Convert given binary tree into threaded binary tree. Analyze time and space complexity of the
algorithm.
4. Write a function to get the number of vertices in an undirected graph and its edges. You may
assume that no edge is input twice.
i.
Use adjacency list representation of the graph and find runtime of the function
ii.
Use adjacency matrixrepresentation of the graph and find runtime of the function.
5. You have a business with several offices; you want to lease phone lines to connect them up with
each other; and the phone company charges different amounts of money to connect different pairs
of cities. You want a set of lines that connects all your offices with a minimum total cost. Solve the
problem by suggesting appropriate data structures.
6. Consider telephone book database of N clients. Make use of a hash table implementationto quickly
look up client ‘s telephone number.
7. Implement all the functions of a dictionary (ADT) using hashing. Data: Set of (key, value) pairs, Keys
are mapped to values, Keys must be comparable, Keys must be unique Standard Operations: Insert
(key, value), Find(key), Delete(key).
8. Given sequence k = k1 <k2 < ... < kn of n sorted keys, with a search probability pi for each key ki .
Build the Binary search tree that has the least search cost given the access probability for each key.
Dictionary stores keywords & its meanings. Provide facility for adding new keywords, deleting
keywords, updating values of any entry. Provide facility to display whole data sorted in ascending/
Descending order. Also find how many maximum comparisons may require for finding any
keyword. Use Height balance tree and find the complexity for finding a keyword.
9. Read the marks obtained by students of second year in an online examination of particular subject.
Find out maximum and minimum marks obtained in that subject. Use heap data structure. Analyze
the algorithm.
10. Department maintains a student information. The file contains roll number, name, division and
address. Allow user to add, delete information of student. Display information of particular
student. If record of student does not exist an appropriate message is displayed. If it is, then the
system displays the student details. Use sequential file to main the data.
11. Implement the Heap/Shell sort algorithm implemented in Java demonstrating heap/shell data
structure with modularity of programming language.
12. Any application defining scope of Formal parameter, Global parameter, Local parameter accessing
mechanism and also relevance to private, public and protected access. Write a Java program which
demonstrates the scope rules of the programming mechanism.

13. Write a program on template and exception handling in Java: in this assignment multiple templates
are to be designed as a pattern and these patterns to be used to take decisions.

ETCS 602A

ADVANCE ALGORITHMS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Choose appropriate algorithms and use it for a specific problem.
2. Familiarize students with basic paradigms and data structures used to solve advanced algorithmic
problems.
3. Understand different classes of problems concerning their computation difficulties.
UNIT I
Sorting: Review of various sorting algorithms, topological sorting.
Graph: Definitions and Elementary Algorithms: Shortest path by BFS, shortest path in edge-weighted case
(Dijkasra's), depth-first search and computation of strongly connected components, emphasis on correctness
proof of the algorithm and time/space analysis, example of amortized analysis.
Matroids: Introduction to greedy paradigm, algorithm to compute a maximum weight maximal independent
set. Application to MST.
UNIT II
Graph Matching: Algorithm to compute maximum matching. Characterization of maximum matching by
augmenting paths, Edmond's Blossom algorithm to compute augmenting path.
Flow-Networks: Maxflow-mincut theorem, Ford-Fulkerson Method to compute maximum flow, EdmondKarp maximum-flow algorithm.
Matrix Computations: Strassen's algorithm and introduction to divide and conquer paradigm, inverse of a
triangular matrix, relation between the time complexities of basic matrix operations, LUP-decomposition.
UNIT III
Shortest Path in Graphs: Floyd-Warshall algorithm and introduction to dynamic programming paradigm.
More examples of dynamic programming.
Modulo Representation of integers/polynomials: Chinese Remainder Theorem, Conversion between
base-representation and modulo-representation. Extension to polynomials. Application: Interpolation
problem.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): In complex field, DFT in modulo ring. Fast Fourier Transform
algorithm. Schonhage-Strassen Integer Multiplication algorithm
UNIT IV
Linear Programming: Geometry of the feasibility region and Simplex algorithm
NP-completeness: Examples, proof of NP-hardness and NP-completeness.
One or more of the following topics based on time and interest: Approximation algorithms, Randomized
Algorithms, Interior Point Method, Advanced Number Theoretic Algorithm.
Recent Trends in problem solving paradigms using recent searching and sorting techniques by applying
recently proposed data structures.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. "Introduction to Algorithms" by Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, Stein.
2. "The Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms" by Aho, Hopcroft, Ullman.
3. "Algorithm Design" by Kleinberg and Tardos.

ETCS 604A

SOFT COMPUTING

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Understand soft computing concepts and techniques and foster their abilities in designing
appropriate technique for a given scenario.
2. Implement soft computing-based solutions for real-world problems.
3. Showcase knowledge of non-traditional technologies and fundamentals of artificial neural
networks, fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms.
UNIT I
INTRODUCTION TO SOFT COMPUTING AND NEURAL NETWORKS: Evolution of Computing:
Soft Computing Constituents, From Conventional AI to Computational Intelligence: Machine Learning
Basics.
FUZZY LOGIC: Fuzzy Sets, Operations on Fuzzy Sets, Fuzzy Relations, Membership Functions: Fuzzy
Rules and Fuzzy Reasoning, Fuzzy Inference Systems, Fuzzy Expert Systems, Fuzzy Decision Making.
UNIT II
NEURAL NETWORKS: Machine Learning Using Neural Network, Adaptive Networks, Feed forward
Networks, Supervised Learning Neural Networks, Radial Basis Function Networks : Reinforcement
Learning, Unsupervised Learning Neural Networks, Adaptive Resonance architectures, Advances in Neural
networks.
UNIT III
GENETIC ALGORITHMS: Introduction to Genetic Algorithms (GA), Applications of GA in Machine
Learning: Machine Learning Approach to Knowledge Acquisition.
Matlab/Python Lib: Introduction to Matlab/Python, Arrays and array operations, Functions and Files,
Study of neural network toolbox and fuzzy logic toolbox, Simple implementation of Artificial Neural
Network and Fuzzy Logic.
UNIT IV
Recent Trands in deep learning, various classifiers, neural networks and genetic algorithm. Implementation
of recently proposed soft computing techniques.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Jyh:Shing Roger Jang, Chuen:Tsai Sun, EijiMizutani, Neuro:Fuzzy and Soft Computing�,
1. Prentice:Hall of India, 2003.
2. George J. Klir and Bo Yuan, Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic:Theory and Applications�, Prentice Hall,
1995.

ETCS 606A

DATA PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS

(Credits-4)

Course Objectives: - Upon the completion of this course the students: 1. Will learn how to prepare data for analysis
2. Will perform exploratory data analysis.
3. Will develop meaningful data visualizations.
4. Will work on a variety of real-world datasets.
Unit I
Data Gathering and Preparation: Data formats, parsing and transformation, Scalability and real-time issues.
Data Cleaning: Consistency checking, Heterogeneous and missing data, Data Transformation and
segmentation.
Unit II
Data Cleaning: Consistency checking, Heterogeneous and missing data, Data Transformation and
segmentation.
Unit III
Exploratory Data Analysis: Descriptive and comparative statistics, Clustering and association, Hypothesis
generation.
Unit IV
Visualization: Designing visualizations, Time series, Geo-located data, Correlations and connections,
Hierarchies and networks, interactivity.
Textbook:
1. Glenn J. Myatt,Making sense of Data: A practical Guide to Exploratory Data Analysis and Data Mining,
John Wiley Publishers, 2007.

ETCS 608A

SECURE SOFTWARE DESIGN & ENTERPRISE COMPUTING

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Fix software flaws and bugs in various software.
2. Identify various issues like weak random number generation, information leakage, poor usability, and
weak or no encryption on data traffic.
3. Identify techniques for successfully implementing and supporting network services on an enterprise
scale and heterogeneous systems environment.
UNIT I
Secure Software Design
Identify software vulnerabilities and perform software security analysis, Master security programming
practices, Master fundamental software security design concepts, Perform security testing and quality
assurance.
UNIT II
Enterprise Application Development
Describe the nature and scope of enterprise software applications, Design distributed N-tier software
application, Research technologies available for the presentation, business and data tiers of an enterprise
software application, Design and build a database using an enterprise database system, Develop components
at the different tiers in an enterprise system, Design and develop a multi-tier solution to a problem using
technologies used in enterprise system,
Present software solution.
UNIT III
Enterprise Systems Administration
Design, implement and maintain a directory-based server infrastructure in a heterogeneous systems
environment, monitor server resource utilization for system reliability and availability, Install and
administer network services (DNS/DHCP/Terminal Services/Clustering/Web/Email).
UNIT IV
Obtain the ability to manage and troubleshoot a network running multiple services, Understand the
requirements of an enterprise network and how to go about managing them. Handle insecure exceptions and
command/SQL injection, defend web and mobile applications against attackers, software containing
minimum vulnerabilities and flaws.
Case study of DNS server, DHCP configuration and SQL injection attack.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Theodor Richardson, Charles N Thies, Secure Software Design, Jones & Bartlett
2. Kenneth R. van Wyk, Mark G. Graff, Dan S. Peters, Diana L. Burley, Enterprise Software Security,
Addison Wesley.

ETCS 610A

COMPUTER VISION

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Familiar with both the theoretical and practical aspects of computing with images.
2. Describe the foundation of image formation, measurement, and analysis.
3. Understand the geometric relationships between 2D images and the 3D world.
UNIT I
Overview, computer imaging systems, lenses, Image formation and sensing, Image analysis, pre-processing
and Binary image analysis. Edge detection, Edge detection performance, Hough transform, corner detection.
UNIT II
Segmentation, Morphological filtering, Fourier transform. Feature extraction, shape, histogram, color,
spectral, texture, using CVIPtools, Feature analysis, feature vectors, distance /similarity measures, data preprocessing.
UNIT III
Pattern Analysis: Clustering: K-Means, K-Medoids, Mixture of Gaussians Classification: Discriminant
Function, Supervised, Un-supervised, Semisupervised Classifiers: Bayes, KNN, ANN models;
Dimensionality Reduction: PCA, LDA, ICA, and Non-parametric methods.
UNIT IV
Recent trends in Activity Recognition, computational photography, Biometrics.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications by Richard Szeliski.
2. Deep Learning, by Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville.
3. Dictionary of Computer Vision and Image Processing, by Fisher et al.

ETCS 612A

HUMAN AND COMPUTER INTERACTION

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Learn the foundations of Human Computer Interaction.
2. Familiar with the design technologies for individuals and persons with disabilities.
3. Aware of mobile Human Computer interaction.
UNIT I
Human: I/O channels – Memory – Reasoning and problem solving; The computer: Devices – Memory –
processing and networks; Interaction: Models – frameworks – Ergonomics – styles – elements –
interactivity- Paradigms.
UNIT II
Interactive Design basics – process – scenarios – navigation – screen design – Iteration and prototyping.
HCI in software process – software life cycle – usability engineering – Prototyping in practice – design
rationale. Design rules – principles, standards, guidelines, rules. Evaluation Techniques – Universal Design.
UNIT III
Cognitive models –Socio-Organizational issues and stake holder requirements –Communication and
collaboration models-Hypertext, Multimedia and WWW.
Mobile Ecosystem: Platforms, Application frameworks- Types of Mobile Applications: Widgets,
Applications, Games- Mobile Information Architecture, Mobile 2.0, Mobile Design: Elements of Mobile
Design, Tools.
UNIT IV
Designing Web Interfaces – Drag & Drop, Direct Selection, Contextual Tools, Overlays, Inlays and Virtual
Pages, Process Flow. Case Studies.
Recent Trends: Speech Recognition and Translation, Multimodal System.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Alan Dix, Janet Finlay, Gregory Abowd, Russell Beale, ―Human Computer Interaction‖, 3 rd Edition,
Pearson Education, 2004 (UNIT I, II & III)
2. Brian Fling, ―Mobile Design and Development‖, First Edition, O�Reilly Media Inc., 2009 (UNIT –
IV)
3. Bill Scott and Theresa Neil, ―Designing Web Interfaces‖, First Edition, O�Reilly, 2009. (UNIT-V)

ETCS 614A

GPU COMPUTING

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Learn parallel programming with Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).
2. Learn concepts in parallel programming, implementation of programs on GPUs, debugging and
profiling parallel programs.
UNIT I
Introduction: History, Graphics Processors, Graphics Processing Units, GPGPUs. Clock speeds, CPU /
GPU comparisons, Heterogeneity, Accelerators, Parallel programming, CUDA OpenCL / OpenACC, Hello
World Computation Kernels, Launch parameters, Thread hierarchy, Warps / Wavefronts, Thread blocks /
Workgroups, Streaming multiprocessors, 1D / 2D / 3D thread mapping, Device properties, Simple
Programs.
UNIT II
Memory: Memory hierarchy, DRAM / global, local / shared, private / local, textures, Constant Memory,
Pointers, Parameter Passing, Arrays and dynamic Memory, Multi-dimensional Arrays, Memory Allocation,
Memory copying across devices, Programs with matrices, Performance evaluation with different memories.
UNIT III
Synchronization: Memory Consistency, Barriers (local versus global), Atomics, Memory fence. Prefix
sum, Reduction. Programs for concurrent Data Structures such as Worklists, Linked lists. Synchronization
across CPU and GPU Functions: Device functions, Host functions, Kernels functions, using libraries (such
as Thrust), and developing libraries.
UNIT IV
Support: Debugging GPU Programs. Profiling, Profile tools, Performance aspects Streams: Asynchronous
processing, tasks, Task-dependence, overlapped data transfers, Default Stream, Synchronization with
streams. Events, Event-based- Synchronization - Overlapping data transfer and kernel execution, pitfalls.
Case Studies: Image Processing, Graph algorithms, Simulations, Deep Learning.
Advanced topics: Dynamic parallelism, Unified Virtual Memory, Multi-GPU processing, Peer access,
Heterogeneous processing.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. Programming Massively Parallel Processors: A Hands-on Approach; David Kirk, Wen-meiHwu;
Morgan Kaufman; 2010 (ISBN: 978-0123814722)
2. CUDA Programming: A Developer's Guide to Parallel Computing with GPUs; Shane Cook; Morgan
Kaufman; 2012 (ISBN: 978-0124159334)

ETCS 616A

DIGITAL FORENSICS

(Credits-4)

Course Objective: Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:1. Provides an in-depth study of the rapidly changing and fascinating field of computer forensics.
2. Combines both the technical expertise and the knowledge required to investigate, detect and prevent
digital crimes.
3. Have knowledge on digital forensics legislations, digital crime, forensics processes and procedures,
data acquisition and validation, e-discovery tools.
UNIT I
Digital Forensics Science: Forensics science, computer forensics, and digital forensics.
Computer Crime: Criminalistics as it relates to the investigative process, analysis of cyber-criminalistics
area, holistic approach to cyber-forensics.
UNIT II
Cyber Crime Scene Analysis: Discuss the various court orders etc., methods to search and seizure
electronic evidence, retrieved and un-retrieved communications, Discuss the importance of understanding
what court documents would be required for a criminal investigation.
UNIT III
Evidence Management & Presentation: Create and manage shared folders using operating system,
importance of the forensic mindset, define the workload of law enforcement, Explain what the normal case
would look like, Define who should be notified of a crime, parts of gathering evidence, Define and apply
probable cause.
UNIT IV
Computer Forensics: Prepare a case, begin an investigation, Understand computer forensics workstations
and software, Conduct an investigation, Complete a case, Critique a case.
Network Forensics: open-source security tools for network forensic analysis, requirements for preservation
of network data.
Mobile Forensics: mobile forensics techniques, mobile forensics tools.
Legal Aspects of Digital Forensics: IT Act 2000, amendment of IT Act 2008.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. John Sammons, The Basics of Digital Forensics, Elsevier
2. John Vacca, Computer Forensics: Computer Crime Scene Investigation, Laxmi Publications

ETCS 652A

DATA PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1. Data preprocessing methods on student and labor datasets Implement data cube for data warehouse
on 3-dimensional data.
2. Implement various missing handling mechanisms, Implement various noisy handling mechanisms.
3. Develop k-means and MST based clustering techniques, Develop the methodology for assessment of
clusters for given dataset.
4. Design algorithms for association rule mining algorithms.
5. Derive the hypothesis for association rules to discovery of strong association rules; Use confidence and
support thresholds.
6. Construct Haar wavelet transformation for numerical data, Construct principal component analysis
(PCA) for 5-dimensional data.
7. Implement binning visualizations for any real time dataset, Implement linear regression techniques.
8. Visualize the clusters for any synthetic dataset, Implement the program for converting the clusters into
histograms.
9. Write a program to implement agglomerative clustering technique.
10. Write a program to implement divisive hierarchical clustering technique.
11. Develop scalable clustering algorithms.
12. Develop scalable a priori algorithm.

ETCS 654A

SECURE SOFTWARE DESIGN & ENTERPRISE COMPUTING LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1. Study of Network Security fundamentals -Ethical Hacking, Social Engineering practices.
2. Study of System threat attacks -Denial of Services.
3. Study of Sniffing and Spoofing attacks, Study of Techniques uses for Web Based Password Capturing.
4. Study of Different attacks causes by Virus and Trojans.
5. Study of Anti-Intrusion Technique –Honey pot.
6. Study of Symmetric Encryption Scheme –RC4.
7. Implementation of S-DES algorithm for data encryption.
8. Implementation of Asymmetric Encryption Scheme –RSA.
9. Study of IP based Authentication.
10. Design a security model for an enterprise.

ETCS 656A

COMPUTER VISION LAB

List of Experiments
1. Write a program for image enhancement.
2. Write a program for image compression.
3. Write a program for color image processing.
4. Write a program for image segmentation.
5. Write a program for image morphology.
6. Write a program for Image Restoration.
7. Write a program for Edge detection.
8. Write a program for Blurring 8 bit color versus monochrome.

(Credits-1)

ETCS 658A

SOFT COMPUTING LAB

(Credits-1)

List of Experiments
1. Create a perceptron with appropriate number of inputs and outputs. Train it using fixed increment
learning algorithm until no change in weights is required. Output the final weight.
2. Write a program to implement artificial neural network without back propagation.
3. Write a program to implement artificial neural network with back propagation.
4. Implement Union, Intersection, Complement and Difference operations on fuzzy sets. Also create fuzzy
relation by Cartesian product of any two fuzzy sets and perform max-min composition on any two
fuzzy relations.
5. Implement travelling salesperson problem (TSP) using genetic algorithms.
6. Plot the correlation plot on dataset and visualize giving an overview of relationships among data on
soya bins data. Analysis of covariance: variance (ANOVA), if data have categorical variables on iris data.
7. Implement linear regression and multi-regression for a set of data points.
8. Implement crisp partitions for real-life iris dataset.
9. Write a program to implement Hebb’s rule.
10. Write a program to implement Delta rule.
11. Write a program to implement logic gates.
12. Implement SVM classification by fuzzy concepts.

ETCS 660A

MINI PROJECT WITH SEMINAR

(Credits-2)

Students are expected make a project based on the latest advancements related to the parent branch of
Engineering. Students may opt for an in-disciplinary project (if feasible).
The project may be a complete hardware or a combination of hardware and software under the guidance of a
Supervisor from the Department. This is expected to provide a good training for the student(s) in technical
aspects. The assignment to normally include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and finalization of the Approach to the Problem relating to the assigned topic.
Preparing an Action Plan for conducting the investigation.
Detailed Analysis/Modelling/Simulation/Design/Problem Solving/Experiment as needed.
Final development of product/process, testing, results, conclusions and future directions.
Preparing a report in the standard format for being evaluated by the Department.

Final Seminar Presentation before a Departmental Committee.

SEMESTER I
ETME 701A

CHASSIS AND BODY ENGINEERING

(Credits-4)

OBJECTIVE: To make the students understand chassis, frames and material used for the same. Also
understand need of propeller shaft, suspension and braking system
UNIT I
CHASSIS & BODY ENGG: Types, Technical details of commercial vehicles, types of chassis, lay out,
types of frames, testing of frames for bending & torsion on unutilized body frame, vehicle body and their
construction, driver‘s visibility and methods for improvement, safety aspects of vehicles, vehicle
aerodynamics, optimization of body shape, driver‘s cab design, body materials, location of engine, front
wheel and rear wheel drive, four wheel drive.
UNIT II
DRIVE LINE STUDY: Effect of driving thrust and torque –reaction. Hotchkiss drives. Torque tube drive,
radius rods. Propeller shaft. Universal joints. Final drive- different types. Two speed rear axle. Rear axle
construction-full floating, three quarter floating and semi-floating arrangements. Differential-conventional
type, Non-slip type, Differential locks and differential housing.
UNIT III
BRAKING SYSTEM
Type of brakes, Principles of shoe brakes. Constructional details – materials, braking torque developed by
leading and trailing shoes. Disc brake, drum brake theory, constructional details, advantages, Brake
actuating systems. Factors affecting brake performance, Exhaust brakes, power and power assisted brakes.
Testing of brakes.
UNIT IV
SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
Types of suspension, Factors influencing ride comfort, Types of suspension springs- independent
suspension- front and rear. Rubber, pneumatic, hydro- elastic suspension. Shock absorbers. Types of
wheels. Construction of wheel assembly. Types of tires and constructional details. Static and rolling
properties of pneumatic tires, tubeless tires and aspect ratio of tubed tires.
TEXTBOOKS:
1.
2.
3.

K. Newton, W.Steeds and T.K.Garret, “The Motor Vehicle”, 13th Edition, Butterworth Heinemann,
India, 2004.
P.M.Heldt, “Automotive Chassis”, Chilton Co., New York, 1982.
W.Steed, “Mechanics of Road Vehicles”, Illiffe Books Ltd., London. 1992.

REFERENCES:
1. Harban Singh Rayat, “The Automobile”, S. Chand & Co. Ltd, New Delhi, 2000.
2. G.J.Giles, “Steering Suspension and Tyres”, Illiffe Books Ltd., London, 1975.
3. Kirpal Singh, “Automobile Engineering”, Standard publishers, Distributors, Delhi, 1999.
4. G.B.S.Narang, “Automobile Engineering”, Khanna Pub. New Delhi, 2005.
5. R.P.Sharma, “Automobile Engineering”, Dhanpat Rai & Sons, New Delhi, 2000.

ETME 703A

PNEUMATIC & HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

(Credits-4)

OBJECTIVE: Students will able to understand Classification, application in various fluids of engineering,
various hydraulic and pneumatic ISO/JIC Symbols, transmission of power at static and dynamic states,
Types of hydraulic fluids and their properties, effect of temperature on fluids. Hydraulic system elements.
UNIT - I
Control of fluid power elements: Requirement of pressure control, direction control, flow control valves.
Principle of pressure control valves: direction control valves, pilot operated, relief, pressure reducing, quick
exhaust, sequence valves, flow control valves and their types, meter-in and meter-out circuit and flow
through circuit.
Types of direction control valves – two-way two position, four-way two position, four-way three position,
open center, close center, tandem center, manual operated, solenoid, pilot operated direction control valves,
check valves.
UNIT II
Actuators: linear and rotary, hydraulic motors, types of hydraulic cylinders and their mountings. Calculation
of piston velocity thrust under static and dynamic operation and application, consideration of friction and
inertia loads. Hydraulic servosystem for rotary and linear motion
UNIT III
Pneumatic Systems: Application of pneumatics, physical principles, basic requirement of pneumatic
system. Comparison with hydraulic systems. Elements of Pneumatics, Air compressors, Pneumatic control
valves,
Pneumatic actuators - types and the mountings, Air motors – types, Pneumatic circuits – Basic pneumatic
circuit, impulse operation, speed control, pneumatic motor circuit, sequencing of motion, time delay circuits
and their applications. Pneumatic servosystem for linear and rotary motion.
UNIT IV
Typical Automotive Applications: Hydraulic tipping mechanism, power steering, forklift hydraulic gear,
hydro-pneumatic suspension Maintenance and troubleshooting of hydraulic & pneumatic circuits.
Introduction to fluidics: study of simple logic gates, turbulence, amplifiers, pneumatic sensors and
applications.
Textbooks:
1. Basic fluid power- D.A. Pease-PHI
2. Industrial Hydraulic & pneumatics – J.J. Pippenger - McGraw Hill
Refrence Books:
1. Fluid with applications – A. Esposito- PHI
2. Oil Hydraulics – B Lal- Intl- Literature
3. Fluid power Design Handbook – Yeaple
4. Industrial Hydraulic Manual Vicker Sperry
5. Practical guide to Fluid Power H.S. Stewart

ETME 705A

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES & EMISSION

(Credits-4)

Objective: To impart the knowledge in I C engine cycles, working of valve timing diagram, cooling and
Lubrication system. Also, students will understand combustion chamber theory and pollution norms.
UNIT I
Engine Basic Theory: Engine types and their operation, classification, Properties of I.C. engine, fuels,
Actual cycle, air fuel cycle, combustion charts (Equilibrium), Two stroke engines, four stroke engine,
characteristics of engines, air capacity of engine, valve timing diagram, supercharging, MPFI, VVT, cam
less engine, Fuel Supply, Ignition,
Cooling and Lubrication Systems: Theory of carburetion and carburetors, mixture distribution, petrol
injection, diesel fuel injection pumps, conventional and electronic ignition systems for SI engines, air
cooling and water cooling, design aspects, forced feed lubrication system.
UNIT II
Air Motion Combustion and Combustion Chambers: Swirl and turbulence – swirl generation, combustion
in SI & CI engines, flame travel and detonation, Ignition delay, Knock in CI engines, combustion chamber
design
Air Pollution due to Automobile Exhaust: Sources of Emission, Exhaust gas constituents & analysis,
Ingredients responsible for air pollution, Smoke, odor, Smog formation.
UNIT III
Exhaust Emission Control: Basic method of emission control, catalytic converter, After burners, reactor
manifold, air injection, crank case emission control, evaporative loss control, Exhaust gas recirculation, Fuel
additives.
Pollution Norms: European pollution norms, Indian pollution norms as per Central Motor Vehicle Rules
(C.M.V.R.). Instrumentation for Exhaust Emission Measurement: Measurement procedure, Sampling
Methods, Orsat Apparatus, Infrared Gas analyzer, Flame Ionization Detector (FID), Smoke meters.
UNIT IV
Alternative Fuels: CNG, LPG, Bio-Diesel, Hydrogen, fuel cells, Eco-friendly vehicles, Electric & Solar
operated vehicle Stratified Charged, Low heat rejection engine, Sankey plot, four / three valve engine, OHC
engine, governing of automobile engine, New engine technology, Recent developments in I. C. engine.
Text Books :
1. Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines”, Richard Stone, McMillan, London
2. Vehicle and Engine Technology – Hein Heister 3. Advance Vehicle Technology - Hein Heister
3. I. C. Engine & Air Pollution – E. F. Obert, Harper & Row Publishers, New York
4. I. C. Engines – C. Fayette Taylor & Edward S. Taylor, International text book com.
Reference Books:
1.
I.C. Engine by Maleev V. L., McGraw Hill Book, Co.
2.
I. C. Engines – Ferguson
3.
S. I. Engine – Fuel Injection Development - Charles A. Fisher, Chapman & Hall
4.
Automotive Engines - Herbert E. Ellinger
5.
Automobile Engg. Volume – I , American Technical Society, Chicago
6.
Internal Combustion Engines Fundamentals – John B. Heyhood, McGraw Hill

ETME 707

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

(Credits-4)

Objective: - To impart knowledge in Modern machining process like Ultrasonic, Water Jet and Electrodischarge machining. Also, the function of CNC machine.
Unit-I
Modern Machining Process: Introduction and classification.Abrasive Jet Machining: Fundamental
principles, process parameters, Metal removal rate, effect of parameters, application & limitations. Water Jet
Machining: Construction. Ultrasonic Machining: Fundamental principles, process parameters, cutting tool
design, tool feed mechanism, transducer, Design of velocity transformers, Mechanics of cutting, Effect of
parameters, Economic considerations, application & limitations.
Unit-II.
Electrochemical Machining: Classification, fundamental principles, elements of process, Metal removal
rate, electro-chemistry of process, Dynamics and hydrodynamics of process, optimization analysis, choice
of electrolytes. Electrochemical Grinding: Fundamental principles, electro-chemical and process parameters,
Application, advantages and disadvantages, Electrochemical deburring and honning.
Unit-III
Electrical Discharge Machining: Mechanisms of metal removal, Basic circuitry, Evaluation of metal
removal rate, Machining accuracy, Surface finish, Analysis for optimization, tool material, dielectric fluid,
application & limitation. Plasma Arc Machining: Non-thermal generation of plasma, mechanics of metal
removal, various parameters, accuracy and surface finish, applications.
Unit-IV
CNC Programming: Programming of CNC Lathe and Milling machine for common machining operations.
Absolute and Incremental Programming. Canned cycles of CNC milling machine. Introduction to Computer
Assisted Part Programming.
Textbooks
1. Pandey P. C. & Shan H. S., Modern Machining Process, Tata McGraw Hill.
2. Dr. Bhattacharya Amitabh, The Institution of Engineers Publication, New Technology.
3. Groover, Production System & Computer Integrated Manufacturing, PHI
References:
1. Production Technology, HMT

ETME 751A ENGINE TESTING AND POLLUTION MEASUREMENT LAB (Credits-1)
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Performance study of petrol and diesel engines both at full load and part load conditions.
Morse test on petrol and diesel engines.
Determination of compression ratio, volumetric efficiency and optimum cooling water flow rate in
engines.
Heat balance test on an automotive engine.
Testing of 2 and 4 wheelers using chassis dynamometers.
Study of NDIR Gas Analyser and FID Study of Chemiluminescent NOx analyzer Measurement of HC,
CO, CO2, O2 using exhaust gas analyzer Diesel smoke measurement.

ETME 753A

AUTOMOBILE SYSTEM COMPONENT LAB

(Credits-1)

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To Study the chassis, body and Frame of the vehicle with actual model.
To Study the clutch of the vehicle by dismantling and assembling.
To Study the gear system of the vehicle by dismantling and assembling.
To Study the rear and front axle by dismantling and assembling.
To Study the steering system of the vehicle by dismantling and assembling with actual vehicle.
To study the engine of the vehicle by dismantling and assembling

ETME 709A

GAS DYNAMICS

(Credits-4)

Objective: - To know application of Euler‘s equation, vortex flow. Also, significance of Viscous and
compressible flow
Unit 1
Fundamental Equations of Steady Flow: Continuity equation, Equations of Motion, Euler‘s Equation,
Bernoulli‘s equation, Energy, Stream Function and Velocity Potential,
Unit II
Potential Flow: Elementary potential flow, Source, Sink, Vortex and Doublet, Superposition of flow
patterns. Flow over immersed bodies. Development of the aerofoil-lift and drag, Kutta- Joukowski Profile,
pressure distribution over aerofoil blading.
Unit III
Viscous Flow: Incompressible Flow: Laminar Turbulent Flows: Navier‘s Strokes equation and exact
solutions of steady flow problems. Flow through pipes, over flats plates. Laminar and turbulent boundary
layers. Dimensional analysis.
Unit IV
Compressible Flow of Gases: Isentropic and adiabatic flow, Stagnation and critical properties Flow though
ducts of constant area, Fanno line and Rayleigh line flows. Fundamental equations and variation in flow
properties. Flow with normal shock waves governing equations, Prandtl Meyer and Rankine Hugoniot
relations, Strength of a shock wave, Moving normal shock waves.
Textbooks:
1. Fundamental of Compressible Flows-Yahya
2. Compressible Fluid Flow -Michel A.Saad,
3. Introduction of fluid mechanics - Donald

Reference Books:
1. Turbo Machines-A.Valan Arasu
2. Applied Fluid Dynamics Handbook-Robert D.Blevins
3. Int J.of Heat and Mass Transfer-Elsevier Pub

SEMESTER II
ETME 702A

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONING

(Credits-4)

Objective: - To Enable the student to understand the components of the automotive air-conditioning and
their functions and the latest developments in this field. Also understands various components of
automotive air conditioning system, Properties of the different refrigerant and service maintenance of air
conditioning system.
UNIT I
Air-conditioning fundamentals: Basic air conditioning system - Location of air conditioning components in
a car, Schematic layout of a refrigeration system, Compressor components, Condenser and high pressure
service ports, Thermostatic expansion valve, Expansion valve calibration, Controlling evaporator
temperature, Evaporator pressure regulator, Evaporator temperature regulator.
UNIT II
Air conditioner - heating system: Automotive heaters, manually controlled air conditioner, Heater system,
Automatically controlled air conditioner and heater systems, Automatic temperature control, Air
conditioning protection, Engine protection. HVAC. Heating system types -detailed study of HVAC
components like compressor, evaporator, condenser, TXV, orifice tube, Receiver-drier, heater core etc.
UNIT III
Refrigerant: Temperature and pressure relation, Properties of R-12 and R134a- refrigerant oil Simple
problems - Containers - Handling refrigerants - Tapping into the refrigerant container - Ozone Layer
Depletion, Air management system: Air routing for manual, semi and automatic system- cases and ductsAir distribution, control head and doors- Defrost system.
UNIT IV
Air routing and temperature control: Objectives, evaporator airflow through the re-circulating unit,
Automatic temperature control, Duct system, controlling flow, Vacuum reserve, testing the air control and
handling systems. CO, CO2 monitoring inside the cabin.
TEXTBOOK:
1.
2.
3.

Tom Birch, “Automotive Heating and Air Conditioning” Pearson Education Inc.
Boyce H. Dwiggins, Jack Erjavec., “Automotive Heating and Air-Conditioning”, Delmer publisher.
William H Crouse and Donald L Anglin, “Automotive air conditioning”, McGraw - Hill Inc.

REFERENCES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Goings. L.F., “Automotive air conditioning”, American Technical services.
Paul Weiser, “Automotive air conditioning”, Reston Publishing Co Inc.
MacDonald, K.L., “Automotive air conditioning”, Theodore Audel series.
James D. Halderman, “Automotive Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Systems”, Pearson
Education Inc. SAE papers
Vehicle service manuals.

ETME 704A

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT AND RESEARCH

(Credits-4)

Objective: - To know the students meaning of research, literature review, mathematical modeling and
simulation and report writing
UNIT I
Research concepts: Meaning, objectives, motivation, type of research, approaches, research (descriptive
research, conceptual, theoretical, applied and experimental, literature review, importance and methods,
sources, quantification of cause-effect relations, discussions, wheel study, laboratory experiments, critical
analysis of already generated facts, hypothetical proposal for future development and testing, selection of
research task, prioritization of research.
UNIT II
Mathematical modeling and simulation: concept of modeling, classification of mathematical models,
modeling with ordinary differential equations, difference equations, partial differential equations, graphs,
simulation: concept, types (quantitative , experimental, computer, fuzzy theory, statistical) processes of
formulation of model based on simulation.
UNIT III
Experimental modeling: Definition of experimental design, examples, single factor experiments blocking
and Nuisance factors, guidelines for designing experiments.
a)
General model of process: I/P factors/ variables, O/P parameters
controllable/uncontrollable variables, dependent/independent variables, experimental validity.

/variables

b)
Process optimization and design experiments methods for study of response surface, first Order
design, determining optimum combination of factors, method of steepest ascent, Taguchi approach to
parameter design. Analysis of results (parametric and nonparametric, descriptive and inferential data) types
of data, collection of data (normal distribution, calculation of co relation coefficient) data processing,
analysis, error analysis.
UNIT IV
Report writing types of report, layout of research report, interpretation of results, style manuals, layout and
format, style of writing, typing, references, paginations, table, figures, conclusions, appendices, writing
research paper for publication based on dissertation / research work.
TEXTBOOKS:
1. C. R. Kothari, “Research Methodology”, Willy Estern Ltd. ND.
2. Schank Fr, “Theories of Engineering Experiments”, Tata McGraw Hill.
3. Douglas Montgomary, “Design of Experiments”
REFERENCES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Introduction to SQC” John Willy & sons.
John W. Besr and James V. Kahn, “Research in Education”, PHI publication.
S. S. Rao, “Optimization Theory & Applications”, Wiley Estern Ltd. ND.
Willkinsion K.P. L., Bhandarkar, “Formulation of Hypothesis”, Himalaya publishing, Mumbai.

ETME 704A

ADVANCED AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION

(Credits-4)

Objective: - To impart knowledge about the critical importance of the transmission system in an automobile
and to create awareness about the evolution, components involved, and different types of transmission
system widely used in automobiles.
UNIT I
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS: Clutch, types of clutch, clutch design, Gear box, types of gear boxes, gear
box design, overdrive gears, Fluid flywheel & torque converter, Epicyclic gear box, semi-automatic &
automatic transmission Propeller shaft,
UNIT II
DESIGN OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS: propeller shaft, slip joint, universal joint, Final drive,
differential, Dead & live axle, axle design, Constant velocity joints
UNIT III
BRAKING SYSTEM: types of brakes, brake-actuating mechanisms, factors affecting brake Performance,
power & power assisted brakes, Brake system design, and recent developments in transmission & braking
system
UNIT IV
STEERING SYSTEMS: Front axle types, constructional details, front wheel geometry, Condition for True
rolling, skidding, steering linkages for conventional & independent suspensions, turning radius, wheel
wobble and shimmy, power and power assisted steering,
TEXTBOOK:
1. Heldt P.M, Torque Converters, Chilton Book Co.
2. K. Newton, W.Steeds and T.K.Garret, “The Motor Vehicle”, 13th Edition, Butterworth Heinemann,
India.
REFERENCES
1. Heinz Heisler, “Advanced Vehicle Technology”, second edition, Butterworth – Heinemann, New York.
2. Dr. N. K. Giri, “Automobile Mechanics”, Seventh reprint, Khanna Publishers, Delhi.

ETME 706A

VEHICLE SAFETY & MAINTENANCE

(Credits-4)

Objective: - At the end of the course, the students will be able to have a complete knowledge of the Vehicle
safety with their operating procedure also know the maintenance procedures and acquire skills in handling
situations where the vehicle is likely to fail
UNIT I

SAFETY CONCEPTS

Design of the body for safety, engine location, deceleration of vehicle inside passenger compartment,
deceleration on impact with stationary and movable obstacle, concept of crumble zone, safety sandwich
construction. Active safety: driving safety, conditional safety, perceptibility safety, operating safety- passive
safety: exterior safety, interior safety, deformation behavior of vehicle body, speed and acceleration
characteristics of passenger compartment on impact.
UNIT II

SAFETY EQUIPMENTS

Seat belt, regulations, automatic seat belt tightened system, collapsible steering column, tiltable steering
wheel, air bags, electronic system for activating air bags, bumper design for safety, antiskid braking system,
regenerative braking system, speed control devices.

UNIT III

MAINTENANCE TOOL, SHOP, SCHEDULE, RECORDS

Standard tool set, torque wrenches, compression and vacuum gauges, engine analyzer and scanner,
computerized wheel alignment and balancing, gauges for engine tune up and pollution measurement, spark
plug cleaner, cylinder re boring machine, fuel injection calibration machine. Importance of maintenance.
Schedule and unscheduled maintenance. Scope of maintenance. Equipment downtime. Vehicle inspection.
Reports. Logbooks. Trip sheet. Lay out and requirements of maintenance shop.
UNIT IV

ENGINE REPAIR AND OVERHAULING

Dismantling of engine and its components. Cleaning methods. Inspection and checking. Repair and
reconditioning methods for all engine components. Maintenance of ignition system, fuel injection system,
cooling system, - lubrication system. Engine trouble shooting chart, Maintenance, servicing and repair of
clutch, fluid coupling, gearbox, torque converter, propeller shaft. Maintenance of front axle, rear axle,
brakes, steering systems. Tyre maintenance.
REFERENCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stator Abbey, Automotive steering, braking and suspension overhaul, pitman publishing, London,
1971.
Frazee, fledell, Spicer, -Automobile collision Work, American technical publications, Chicago,
John Dolce, Fleet maintenance, Mcgraw Hill, Newyork, 1984
A,W.Judge, Maintenance of high speed diesel engines, Chapman Hall Ltd., London, 1956.
V.L.Maleev, Diesel Engine operation and maintenance, McGraw Hill Book CO., Newyork,
Vehicle servicing manuals.

ETME 752A

AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONING LAB

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

To Study Vapor Compression Refrigeration System
To learn various types of refrigerant used in Automobile A.C. system
Study of various tools and equipments used in Automobile refrigeration laboratory
To study important component of air conditioning system used in Automobile.
Study of a range of controls used in Air conditioning system
Write a troubleshoot chart for automobile air conditioning system.

(Credits-1)

ETME 754A

AUTOMOBILE CAD LAB WITH SIMULATION-

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction to Solid Modelling & Pro/E Package
Working with sketch mode of Pro/E
Introduction to MATLAB Programming
Assembly modelling in Pro/E
Generating, editing and modifying drawings in Pro/E
Make the simulation of following automobile components:
o Chassis
o Frame
o Piston
o Connecting rod.

(Credits-1)
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Semester - III
1
2

ETME801A Alternate Energy Sources for Automobiles
Elective – III

2
3

ETME851A Dissertation Part-A

TOTAL

Semester - IV
4 -

-

4

1

4 -

-

4

2

- 12

-

8
16

Elective-IV
ETME852A Dissertation Part-B
TOTAL

4 -

-

4

- -

-

16

4

20

Total Hours: Lect [L]+Prac [P]+Tut [T]
Total Credits [C]
Elective I

83
Elective II

1 ETME709A Gas Dynamics

4 -

-

4

1

ETME710A

4 -

-

4

2 ETME711A Advanced Computer Aided Design

4 -

-

4

2

ETME712A Automotive Electrical and Electronics control 4 -

-

4

3 ETME713A Finite Element Analysis in Design
Advanced Materials and Sensors for
4 ETME715A
Automobile
5 ETME717A Advanced Theory of Vibrations

4 -

-

4

3

ETME714A

Automobile Design

4 -

-

4

4 -

-

4

4

ETME716A

Automotive Power Trains

4 -

-

4

4 -

-

4

5

ETME718A

Automotive Aerodynamics

4 -

-

4

6 ETME719A Modern Automobile Accessories

4 -

-

4

6

ETME720A

Computational Fluid Dynamics

4 -

-

4

1 ETME805A Automotive Maintenance & Management

4 -

-

4

4 -

-

4

2 ETME807A Automotive Air Pollution and Control

4 -

-

4

1 ETME804A Advanced Automotive Transmission
2 ETME806A Two and Three wheeler Technology

4 -

-

4

3 ETME809A Electric and Hybrid Vehicles
4 ETME811A Vehicle Instrumentation & Testing
5 ETME813A Micro and Nano Manufacturing

4 4 4 -

-

4
4
4

4 4 4 -

-

4
4
4

6 ETME815A

4 -

-

4

3 ETME808A Robust Design
4 ETME810A Vehicle Dynamics
5 ETME812A Automotive Security
Manufacturing and Testing of Vehicle
6 ETME814A
Component

4 -

-

4

Elective III

Special Types of Vehicles

Production of Automotive Component

Elective IV

Annexure (A14)

